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Mayor Giuliani attacks' students 'workethic
, .
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CUNY Board' of Trustee Member and CUNY alumnuS Herman Badillo
talking about how hard he worked to put himself through college, failing
to mention he attended when tuition was free.
By Deirdre A. Hussey
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani told
City University ofNew York stu-
dents to "work harder" in the
face ofproposed budget cuts and
charged students with lacking
work et.hic, during a Manhattan
Town Hall Meeting on Febru-
ary 27, held at the Baruch Audi-
torium.
"Any student who wants to
"I know this isn't very popu-
"l a r among students'," said
- Guiliani, "but I think that the
more we ask of you, the better
you're going to do. And I think
you should be asked 'to work a
little harder and do a little bet-
ter. "
The mayor was present with
the leaders of his administra-
tion", while fielding questions
and concerns from the Gramercy
Park residents. He often re-
ferred questions to his adminis-
trators and laughed and joked
with residents. He responded to
a number of their concerns in-
"[ think you [the stu- eluding the amount of bicycle
l j traffic, the number of restau-
dents] can work an rant menus placed under doors
h a n d stolen street lamps.extra our or two "I thought the whole, Town
each week tomake Meeting sounded like a re-elec-
tion campaign event rather than
the money [for the a town meeting-with Giuliani
'.
tuition increase]. ~~ giving witty comments and try-
" ing to be funny," said Marcio Giuliani IeduriDg on the value of "worketbk" and the need of CUNY
# Silva,' a student. "No one had a students to,~orkbarderto payf~r tuition,increases.
stay in college can work harder," chance to respond." . ,U~niversity ReJ,a-tions."T}le gO,v-·HenD.i~~,,CUNY Board of
said 'Giuliani, when asked a In the wake of last' year's ernment cost to educate a stu- Tn.Jstee member and CUNY alum-'que'stion're-gardblgwhllUhe-el:"o-';'~--$?5'6 tuitioninerease and -sys- aeai i! $5;~~..a year per..~-',-BB8e ..--'-"_._~-'~--~--' -'--'" - .--.-
nomicimpact on the 'cfty wo'uld" tern wfdeoudget'c-iifs , 'CUNYis'" "den~1;he"State'of-Ne;rYorlt~'-, Giuliam's-eommentswere un-
be if thousands ofstudents were currently facing a $250 tuition that is a modest investment." derscored byBadillo, who told the
forced out of college due to the increase. Additionally, a $50 According to CUNY Chan- audienceofhishard..workingdays
proposed cuts in financial aid million cut in the Tuition Assie- cellor W. Ann Reynolds' office, asa pin boy in a bowling alley.
and a tuition increase. 'tance Program and a '$57' mil- over two-thirds of CUNY stu- However, he failed to mention
"Do you know what is so dis- lion reduction in the 1996-1997 dents are currently working; that when he attended CUNY, it
couraging to me," continued operating budget, resulting in nearly 75% work at some point was a tuition free institution.
Giuliani, "it is when I see stu- more faculty layoffs, are being during their college career. "I worked my way through
dents look discouraged when I proposed.. Hershenson said that on at college as a.pinboy," said Badillo.
say the word work and work "If you have problem with a least one other occasion the "We want the City University of
harder. It is discouraging to me - $250 tuition increase," said Mayor has used inaccurate in- New York to insure that it goes
because it says to me that we Giuliani, "while the taxpayers formation, and that his office back to the high standard we had
haven't done a good job of incul- are 'subsidizing your education has provided the mayor, his staff [when I was a student]. This is
cating the work ethic." to the tune of about $15,000 a and his press office with t he what the City University was
l"'"~~"d' correct information on two oc- meant to be, a university .of op-
casions: February 14 and again port.urrity for the poor where they
on March 4. can go to achieve, and we were
The Town Hall Meeting was able to do that because ofthe high
organized by the mayor's office, standards."
for members of the community "A true test of quality is the
to meet and discuss issues with faculty," said Hershenson.
the mayor. The Baruch commu-
nity was not officially informed,
even though Baruch College
President Matthew Goldstein
was on hand to welcome and
introduce the mayor.
T-he audience, the majority Editorial: ..
of whom are white and middle to
upperclass,applaudedGiuliani'scom-
ments about CUNY and booed when Lettersl Op-eds: .....
his comments were challenged.
Giuliani said currently his admin- B ·istration is working to make CUNY uszness: .
schools a public assistance work site,
making it easier for students collect- E" tu 'rea res: .•••...•.....••.
ing public assistance to attain their
work requirement.
"I think it's a good thing," said Arts: ~ .
year, I think you can work .an Giulianj "But we need to 'check and
extra hour or two each week makesurethattheyaregoingtDschool
and make themoney to do this." and maintainanacceptable average,." Soorts:Jr' I~.,. . .
"The mayor has inaccurate' "We want to make sure that those ~, .. .
inr0 rma tion," s aid J ay wbo.areincollegeareactnallyworking ll.T--40 " ....e:
Harshenson, Vice Chancellor for and not in the library studying," said U~~:
-- .- ------ .--_..._~-
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like this simply couldn't be an-
swered. "
"Baruch needs to push stu-
dents to vote," claimed Ms.
Lawrence. "What many people
fail to realize is that there is
power in numbers. If students
or any other group of people feel
that they are being treated un-
fairly, they can voice their opin-
ions silently at the voting booth.
It's that simple."
accused the governor's budget
as "short sighted."
"If the decision came down
to staying in school or not, and
some of the students in mar-
ginal situations did decide to
drop," said Gold, continuing that
the state may up paying more in
welfare. But he was noncom-
mittal on his full support, "I
will not vote for the budget as it
stands now, but how I vote for
the final budget in April remains
to be seen."
"This is a start," said Tom
Rifer, President of GSEU. "We
have to keep lobbying and send-
ing letters to these [legislators]
to remind them of our demands
and that all the state legisla-
tive seats are up for reelection
in November."
USS Chair Bill Negrone
said, "It's very bad to see higher
education become a Democratic
item. I told [the Republican
legislators] if they stand up for
higher education, I'll reevalu-
ate my party affiliation. Higher
education is and should be a
bipartisan issue."
versary of the conference, but it
was also a time for all of those
who will be affected by the
State's planned budget cuts to
come together and discuss the
impact of the budget on minori-
ties.
"The weekend was filled
with workshops and hearings,"
said Ms. Ofiaja.
"There were budget hear-
ings where legislators from both
p-arties-discuss-eti-the-bu-dget-and.-
how it will affect elementary
schools, welfare and Medicaid,"
she added.
The workshops were an op-
portunity for the attendees to
ask the elected officials present
a wide range of questions and to
try to understand what they are
supposed to do and how. It was
during these workshops that our
Baruch representatives got to
ask why money is being taken
away from the schools,and be-
ing poured into the jails. Ms.'
Lawrence said "there was a lot
of 'dodging' taking-place, occur-
ring when pressing questions
"You've got it," said Assem- conference and only seven were
bly member Bill Magee CD), present .at the Lobbying Day,
member of the Committee on forcing Day Session Student
HIgher Education and SUNY Government to cancel the 44
graduate, i n reference to his seat chartered bus, that was
support. Magee hails from. an intended for the participation
upstate district with six colleges of students.
and made clear the importance Assembly member Melinda
of college, not only. as institu- Katz (D) of District 28 in Forest
tion for higher education, but Hills who was unaware of the
also its value in the local lobbyingday,metwithstudents
economy. He agreed that re- on the Assembly floor. She said
duction in TAP payments would that she understood the struggle
make it difficult for students to in"CUNY, since she is currently
continue their education. teaching a law course in Queens
SUNY and CUNY are cur- College.
rently facing a tuition increase "I don't think they will get
of $250, $119 million reduction through with the cuts," said
in TAP~ $56.7 million reduction Katz and said that she was
to CUNY operating budget and working hard with Assembly
$71.8 cut to the SUNY budget. member Ed Sullivan, chair of
The lobbying effort was the the Committee on Higher Edu-
finale to the Student Solidarity cation to restore funding for
Conference, a weekend of in- CUNY.
tense training and information "I am not for any [CUNY]
workshops dealing with the bud- tuition hike in any shape or
get crisis. The conference was form," said Assembly member
sponsored by the Graduate Stu- William Scarborought D), CUNY
dents Employees Union (GSEU), alumni from District 29 in Ja-
New York Public Interest Re- maica, Queens. But he also
search Group (NYPIRG), Stu- warned, "There might be some
dent Association of the State tuition hike, based on what hap-
University (SASU) and the Uni- pened last year."
versity Student Senate. Nine - Senator Gold ~greed that
Baruch 'students attended the" the cuts were insensible and
nancial aid and involvement
with the Baruch community. All
three students agreed that the
weekend was a success, giving
them an opportunity to voice
their concerns on behalf of the
college- community. I
"There needs to be more
"It's imperative
that students who
are affected, vote,"
support of the college faculty
and staff, for their jobs are at
stake. Everyone is affected, not
just the students," said
Lawrence.
The Black and Puerto Rican
caucus is comprised ofstate leg-
. islators who strive to ensure
that minorities receive the best
educational and social resources
that are available.
The weekend was a time for
celebration of the silver anni-
.~- ---
BY Mary Ellen Battipaglia
Three Baruch students trav-
eled to Albany on the weekend
of February 16 to attend the
25th annual legislative confer-
ence of the New York State As-
sociation of Black and Puerto
Rican Legislators, and lobby
members to restore Governor
George E. Pataki's proposed cuts
to financial.aid and the City
University of New York's bud-
get.
According to Obonne Ofiaja,
one of the Baruch students that
attended the conference, the re-
sounding theme of the entire
weekend was voting.
"It's imperative that stu-
.dents who are affected, vote,"
said Ms. Ofiaja. "Voting is a
privilege. Everything is in
voter's hands. We control who's
in office."
The Baruch contingent,
Obonne Ofiaja, Stacey Foster
and Karlene Lawrence, were
-,
chosen because of their impres-
sive GPA'S, dependence on fi-
Students Lobby Black and Puerto
Rican Politicians
Students Urge Legislators:
Reconsider Cuts
·Travel to Albany for zsa. Anniversary ofBlack and Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus
By Ticker Staff Writer
Over 200 State University
of New York (SUNY) and City
"bniversity of New York (CUNY)
students urged Democratic and
Republican State "Legislators to
restore the proposed cuts to edu-
cation during the Higher Edu-
cation Lobby Day held in Al-
bany on February 26.
Throughout the day sup-
portive Assembly members
warned that the budget battle
may be lost in the republican
controlled Senate, but that
Democratically -controlled As-
sembly would fight it's hardest.
"Tell those old white men in.
the Senate of your plight," said
Assembly member Keith Wright
(D).
"The [Senate] Republicans
have to respond, they can not "
put the blame on the Governor,"
said Carolyn W. Burke, Legisla-
·tive Director of Senator
Emanuel R. oeiau» from For-
est Hills, Queens.
The objective of the stu-
dent lobbyists was to a gain a
commitment from legislators to
fight the cuts. Students were
organized into lobbying groups,
according to their local voting
district.
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March 21. 1996
THE DEPARTMENT OF
MANAGEMENT
presents
Making a Major
Management" Decision
Room 306/17 Lexington Avenue
Women in the Workforce
Thursday, March 14, 1996
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Room 4 South / 17 Lexington Avenue
Sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi & Accounting Society
The Transition from College
to the Workforce
A Panel Presentation by the
Financial Women of New York
Thursday, March 28, 1~96
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Room 1542 / 360 Park Avenue South
. -
How to Market Yourself
Effectdve'ly
Thursday, March 21,1996
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Room 1543/360 Park Avenue South
Sponsored by Golden Key Honor Society
Beyond the Glass Ceiling
Videotape Presentation about Women
.in Corporate America
Tuesday, March 19, 1996
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm
Room 1709 / 360 Park Avenue South
THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
presents
Finance: Where the 'Money Is?
Room 640/46 E. 26th Street
1996/1997
GRADUATES:
. On-Campus Recruitm.ent
Be on the lookout for a letter which you will
receive within the next few weeks informing
you about On-Campus Recruitment. In order
to be eligible to participate in this program, you
must attend one of the orientation workshops
scheduled in April or May.
Careers in Aeeountfna
Thursday, March 7, 12:30 pm-2.:.a.O pm
Room 306, 17 Lexington Ave~e
~arnabout opportunities for accounting
.> ~aJors beyond public accounting. Tenta-
tive panel Includes representatives from
Meaden . & Moore, a forensic accounting
firm; Citibank; Fremont Financial Services,
an asset based lender; Merrill Lynch and
Lerner New York, a retail company.
•
MAKING A MAJOR DECISION
THE DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMICS
presents
Economics:
Solid Training for a Solid Future
Room 640/46 E. 26th Street
Placement for the
Arts & Sciences
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES
WORKSHOP
March 7, 1996 - 12:45 p.m.
Room 1604, 17 Lex. Ave.
CUNY
Big Apple Job Fair
Friday, March 15, 1996, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. I
at theJacob K. Javits Convention Center,
11th Avenue between 34th & 35th
Streets.You must arrive no later than
4:00 p.m. to gain entry. This is a career
fair for 1996 graduating seniors and
recent alumni. Many major New York
companies will be screening, collecting
resumes and arranging interviews for
college graduates seeking career
opportunities. Register at the Career
Services Office either at 17 Lexington
Avenue, Room 1504 or 360 Park Avenue
South, Room 1321. You must bring your"
registration form and Baruch ID to the
fair.
Ifyou are undecided about your major or ifyou need additional information to be sure
about a major you have chosen, these programs are for you! During club hours on the
following dates, faculty from the School of Business and the School of Public Affairs
will present programs which will inform students aboutcoursework and career
opportunities for majors in their departments.
March 7, 1996
THE DEPARTMENT OF
ACCOUNTANCY
presents
Accountancy .-
Changing Career Demands
Within the Profession
Room 1323/17 Lexington Avenue
How to Make a Job Fair
Work for You
A20 minute film will be shown continuously
on Wednesday, March 6 from 10 am-4 pm
and Thursday, March 7, from 10 am-3 pm in
the PASS Career Library, 17 Lexington
Avenue Room 1504. The film will also be
shown on Tuesday, March 12, from 10 am-4
pm in Room 1709,360 Park Avenue South.
·Juan Caraballo
Career Exploration
Workshops
A two-session workshop to help you make
a good major career decision. View a
video tape, take a vocational interest test,
and discuss your results with a counselor.
Thursdays March 14 & 21
12:30 pm - 2:30 pm
360 Park Avenue South
Room 1709
t
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Computer Skills:
Beyond Word Processing. '.
A few months ago a graduating senior came into. my office for helpwithhia resume. He
told me that he was interested in a high paying computerjob. I askedhim t=o;"teil me about
his computer skills. His skills amounted to word processing and some knowledge of
spreadsheets.
Years ago such a student would not have problems finding an entry leveljob in the
computer field but in the last two years things have changed. Now employers are looking
for graduates who have a variety ofskills that go beyond word processing. Ifyou read the
computer related help wanted ads in the New York Times you would know what I
mean.Here is a listing of some of the computer skills you need in order to Qualify for the
really great jobs:
• Operatine- Systems (OS) - A working
knowledge of DOS, Windows 3.1, and
UNIX.. These are the operating systems
that are used by most companies. In
addition, some ads call for Windows 95,
OS/2 and MacOS experience.
• Proe-rammine- Lan"uae-es - A
thorough knowledge of C++ is a must.
You're not a programmer until you know
how to use object oriented languages.
This is the trend in the computer
industry. Other requested languages
are C, and Visual Basic. You also may
want to explore JAVA, a new language
for use on the internet.
• Applications - For years companies
have wanted workers who are familiar
with applications such as WordPerfect,
Lotus 1,2,3, & dBase. Now they are also
asking for knowledge of MSWord 6.0,
EXCEL 5.0 and Paradox.
• ~workine- - A knowledge of how
.computers can be connected together in
a Local Area Network (LAN) can lead to
excellent job opportunities. At a
minimum you should be familiar with
Novell NetWare, Ethernet and LAN
Topologies.
• Telecommunications-Understanding
communications with other computers
over the phone lines is a plus. Make
sure you learn about ISDN (Integrated
Services Digital Network) and cable
modems. These are technologies that
have great promise for the future.
• InternetJWeb - You should know how
to access the Internet, send E-mail, use
ITP (File Transfer Protocol) and use
HTML (Hyper'I'ext Markup Language)
to produce documents on the World Wide
Web. Presently there is a demand for
computer professionals that know how
to publish on the Web.
By majoring in Computer Information
Systems, you will gain an understanding of
basic computer concepts. Make sure that
your major courses include C++
programming, Telecommunications,
Database Management and Networking.
However, to keep up with the latest
computer innovations and trends you must
read the trade journals such as InfoWorld.
You should also own a personal computer
and modem so that you can explore this
wonderful world ofcomputingthat is beyond
word processing.
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You dial I 800 CALL ATT.
They shelled it out for your orthodontist bills.
Yet they still insist you call collect.
O)u.~i~ ~p 'for your c~r insurance.
And forked it over Cor that fish tank accident.
Touched by their undying love, you spare thetn further ex
pense.
DTHER INTERNET SERVICES
WII. BITES
J~aruchCollege: http://bbweb.sitea.baruch.cuny.edul
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edul
Student Computer Services Unit: COMING SOON!!!
'. STUDENT NEWSPAPERS
The Graduate Voice: the..,.graduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Note: To subscribe toa listserver, send an e-mail ~ageto.theli8tserver.addresshown abovewi
_thSPB$.~~I~~as thes~bj~ct..
PIlATu...a a ...AJIITM.NT ap THE p:aflTNIIiIHT
CIS Department World Wide Web Home Page (CISnet): http://bus.baruch.cuny.edulcisnetl
CIS Faculty Directory: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edUlcislfaculty/
AIIDUT THIS D'''.CTORV
This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker
as a public service. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide. organizations fu
nded by the College Association with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report
difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature
of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not
provide services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general Col
lege community. Also, please note that
due to the space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be publi
shed on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.
UBTBEFIVEA.
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.b~ch.cuny.edu
DEPARTMENTS/DRGANIZATIDNS
Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny'.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@scsu.sitea.ba,ruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu _
. ' ',.
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Dr. Ronald"Aafon, ,A.ssociate Dean 'of Students: ron_aaron@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu •
Dr. Carl Aylman, Dir~rof Student Life: carl_aylman@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Debbie Bick, Associate Director of Student Life: debbie_bick@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.e
du
Richard Browne, Copy Editor, The Ticker: richard_browne@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Bursar: dssLbursar@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Council:dssg_council@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government President: dss1Lpresident@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.e
du
Day ,Session Student Government Vice President: dSSiLvice-president@scsu.sitea.baru
ch.cuny.edu
Nathalie Esposito, Office ofStudent Life: nathalie_esposito@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.ed
u
ProfessorLucy Garnett, Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Ine.: lucy..,.garnett@s
csu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein, Director of Freshman Orientation: lisa...goldstein@scsu.sitea.baruch.cu
ny.edu
. Dr. Samuel Johnson, Vice President for Student DevelopmentlDean of Students: sam.Johnson~scsu
.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, Assistant Dean of Students: carl_kirschner@scsu.sitea.baruch.cun
y.edu .
Sharon Lai, Assistant Director, Office of Student Life: sharon_lai@scsu.sitea.baruch.cu
ny.edu
Daisy Rodriguez, Office of Student Life: daisy_rodriguez@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Luz Rodriguez, Office ofStudent Life: luz_rodriguez@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Marcy Roe, Office of Student Life: marcy_roe@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Jeanette Shuck, Office of Student Life: jeanette_shuck@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@
scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Eric Thorsen, Editor-in-Chief, The Ticker: eric_thorsen@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White, Office of Student Life: susan_white@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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Ari d a lways gets you t h e r e l i ab l e :\I~~r "·el'\·ork.
Is« it uh c n c tc r vo trrc of]. ('(lII/!JUS.
KnourtheCode. 18QQ CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice;M
• For interstate calls, Promotions excluded
1-8OO-C(JI.LECT is a registered trademark of MU
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OPPORTUNITIESINGLOBALMEDIAwith Kay
Delaney, executive VP ofTurner International will be
presented by The Global Business Society in associa-
tion with The Weissman Center on Thursday March 7,
1996 at Lpm in Room 825 'ofthe 26th Street building.
All majors welcome. Refreshmentswill be served.
THE OFFIC'E OF THE INTERNATIONAL STU·
.DENTSWILL HAVEATAXWORKSH.OP on Thurs-
day March 14 1996 from Noon-2prn at 17 Lexington
Avenue in room 4North. Rose Pack from the Internal
Revenue Service will be a guest speaker.
VOLUNTEEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE-
Largest Golden Key Honor Society's program is now
open for business students. Volunteers ofer free tax
help from March 1 through April 15 in 360 PAS
building Room 2014 B from 10am-8pmfrom Monday to
Friday.
CHILDRENFROMPS·2 INCIllNATOWNNEED
YOURHELP. Ifyou want to give 2 hours a week to the
children as teachers assistants, then join Golden Key
Nat'l Honor Society's Adopt-A-School Program. For
informationor to sign up, contact program coordintator
Kim Villanueva at 516-231-1670.
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Tansel. "The threat of the bud-
get cuts affects students and fac-
ulty . It is essential for some-
thing to be done to keep CUNY
as a worthy institution ofhigher
learning.
The election of the new the
caucus seems a formality at this
stage, according to McCall. "I feel,
personally," said McCall. "Thatthe
union can't go home this
summer..lt's an election year and
we have to see that the people that
are friendly to CUNY and repre-
sent progressive good ideas get
elected. "
......
....
B~ln9 yOLAJ'"" llAV\ch
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shouldn't get so caught up in
fighting just the TAP cuts that
we ignore the rest of the budget.
The proposed cut is 65 full-time
faculty, that's what the Presi-
dent (Matthew Goldst.ein) pro-
jected."
Some members of the old
guard have effectively made the
transition to the new caucus.
One such member, Professor
Abdullah Tansel, of the Statis-
tics and Computer Information
Systems sees the move as a good
one. "Even though the old cau-
cus was quite active, the new
caucus is more pro-active," said
, ,
vn ua
standing of the broader issues.
"The only way," said Niemark
"We are going to begin on the
path of restoring the money that
we need in public higher educa-
tion in New York City and New
York State is to reverse 'tax cuts.
Niemark theorizes that tax
cuts have all but been nullified
in the wake of tuition hikes and
the increased cost of transpor-
tation among other things.
"The new caucus," said
Niemark, "The Baruch admin-
istration and PSC, more gener-
ally, has to fight like hell to get
those tax cuts rescinded. We
Fo~ College Students
of t-JyV\te~aV\d Ba~uch
Sr. Barbara Mueller, O.P. Director of Campus Ministry
Hunter College Rm 1206 East Bldg. Tel: 772-4752
_ or
Sr. Elaine Schenk, M.ID. or Sr. Patricia Alvarez, M.lD.
Asst. Campus Ministers at. Baruch College
PAS 1511 Tel: 802-6809
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to sho.v-eJ
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to stv-eV\9then OlAV- faithl
to deepen olAv-selves'
in the love of o«~ heavenly Fathe~. '
The Newman Catholic Center at t-Iunter and Baruch
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continued from page 6
Faculty Union New Difficulties
.down, according to rIitcnc-ock,
"In terms of budget demonstra-
tions we are hoping to coordi-
nate rather than limit protest
to individual campuses. In
terms of how the budget cuts
will affect the faculty, the ad-
ministration is keeping the fig-
ures close to its chest. In the
past they have promised
draconian cuts but there has al-
ways been a compromise."
Marilyn Niemark, of the
Accountancy Department and
Vice Chair of the newly proposed
caucus believes that the new
caueus has an analytical under-
A New Face
for the
Faculty Union
as Budget Cuts
Bite Deeper
By Antoinette Coulton
The extending tentacles of
the CUNY-wide budget cuts
have latched onto the faculty
and a new pro-active caucus
within the Professional Staff
Congress is poised to assume
leadership in mid-April elec-
tions.
"We feel that over the years,
leadership of the union has been
too conciliatory and the new cau-
cus was organized to end that
era," says Professor Peter
Hitchcock ofthe English Depart-
ment and a delegate on the n.ew
slate.
The Professional Staff Con-
gress (PSC) represents eight
thousand members in the CUNY
system. The newly proposed cau-
cus had its first CUNY wide
meeting in December 1995, with
its main focus being the impend-
ing Spring elections.
"Budget cuts have increased
class size,": said Hitchcock, in
reference to problems the cau-
cus would like to address . "And
endangered faculty jobs, while
lowering the quality of educa-
tion that our students' receive
and we also need to present a
united front between part-time
and full-time faculty."
The caucus currently repre-
sents the faculty of Brooklyn
College and the Borough ofMan-
hattan Community College,
while running contested elec-
tions at Queens College, and
City College. -The Baruch elec-
tion is unchallenged.
"Even though we are not op-
posed we are still going to cam-
paign, design and create litera-
ture," says Dr. Cecilia McCall,
also of the English Department.
"The budget is one of the main
issues, wider involvement with
the communities and with the
local labor struggle. Our caucus
has introduced resolutions into
the delegate assembly."
According to Orlando Green,
a junior and studeiit-activlst----·-
against the budget cuts, the fac-
ulty involvement in budget pro-
tests have been strong.
"Last year faculty was in-
volved in their own demonstra-
tions to protest the budget cuts,"
said Green. "The faculty have
been very helpful and encour-
aging in the struggle against
the budget cuts, especially last
year. This year the outward sup-
port doesn't seem as strong be-
cause I believe that the faculty
are afraid of losing their jobs."
Plans to aid the students in
their fight have not slowed
continued on next page
identify all eligible students.
"I can't believe it," a
shocked, Lisa Vega says. "Why
are we not informed about these
things," the International Mar-
keting major added.
This is the sentiment that
was repeated by many students
in all majors when asked if they
had been made aware of the
policy. Mr. McCarthy admitted
that it is not 1000/0 accurate and
so some students may be missed.
"Beginning next week, there
will be a question and answer
sheet available for students in
the Registrar's office for stu-
dents who may think they are
eligible or just for information,"
said McCarthy.
According to McC'arthy
there will "be a better indica-
tion ofeligibility next year." But
it will be too late for students
like Lisa Vega who graduates
this summer.
If you believe you qualify
for this free semester, you are
urged to stop by the Registrar's
office and apply.
not gone to college.
"It's a catch-22," said
Hershenson. "Because we have
so many students that work.
They are invisible students.
They show up to class and run
to a job; show up to ajob and run
to class. They are invisible to
the public. They are the stu-
dents found studying on the sub-
way and spending Saturdays in
the library. What we have to do
is combat the [negative] percep-
tion of the CUNY student and
make the "invisible" student
[visible] to the Mayor and to the
public."
According to Hershenson, .
the Chancellor's office is put-
ting together a campaign to bet-
ter communicate the face of
CUNY to the politicians and the
public. It includes public ser-
vice a-nnouncemenfsof famous
CUNY alumni discussing the
importance public higher edu-
cation had in their success.
Hershenson refused to com-
ment on Badillo's specific com-
ments, or that Badillo agreed
with Giuliani's perception of
CUNY and it's students. His
..
only response was that Board of
Trustee Members are entitled
to their own observations and
opinions.
"We have to work a little
harder," said Silva, "How hard
much harder does he [Giuliani]
want us to work?
care of them. They have par-
ents, and also welfare that we
didn't have in those days."
A CUNY Board of Trustees
report, "Investing in the Future:
A Report on the Economic Im-
pact of the City University of
New York" says that 50% of
CUNY students are over the
age of22; halfhave annual fam-
ily income of less than $22,000
and 25% support children.
Giuliani said there would be
no negative impact on the city if
thousands of students were
forced out of college According
to the Board of Trustees report,
CUNY students spend $1 bil-
lion a year in the city while in
college. They pay $414 million
more in state and city taxes each
year than they would if they
had not gone college. CUNY
graduates spend $3.9 billion
more in the city each year than
they would have spent had they
the Fall of 1992.
According to the policy, stu-
dents lose their eligibility ifthey
reenter CUNY from a non-
CUNY college. The policy is
relevant to part-time students
who take their last 15 credits at
Baruch as part of their degree
program. For full time students
the last semester is 'the last full
time semester before the accu-
mulation of 128 credits, approxi-
mately 110 credits have been
earned.
Among the Baruch commu-
nity there is a general unfamil-
iarity with this policy. This is
especially disconcerting because
those who can benefit are now
lower and upper seniors. Accord-
ing to Thomas McCarthy, Se-
nior Registrar, there is a sys-
tem in place that identifies those
students who are eligible by in-
dicating it in a student's regis-
tration invitation. The letters
FS (for Free Semester) are
printed under the wo rd 'Code'
on the lower half of the ticket.
Unfortunately, this does not
When Badi110 was ques-
tioned afterwards about his fail-
ure to mention that CUNY was
tuition-free when he attended,
he responded, "I had to support
myself. .. and I think most CUNY
students have parents who take
continued from front page
"They transmit knowledge. If
they want to judge a university
by who it keeps out, you end up
serving a small number of stu-
dents, rather than a university
that serves the public. That is
not the CUNY mission."
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SMALL PERK DURING BUDGET
CRISIS: FREE SEMESTER
Do you qualify?
By Diana Cabral
The tuition increa.ses that
have occurred during the last
two consecutive years have
taken atoll on Baruch students,
but a policy adopted in 1992
states that a student who en-
rolled at Baruch College begin-
ning June 1992 will be exempt
from tuition fees in his/her
graduating semester.
The tuition-free semester,
which was approved in April
1992, was a plan that was born
out of the tuition increase lev-
ied on entering freshmen that
year. It was an incentive for
those students to make it to
their senior year within the
CUNY system. At the time it is
was hailed as an innovative plan
which recalled the bygone era of
a tuition free education in
CUNY.
'. The tuition waived semes-
ter does not apply to all Baruch
students, you must have entered
Baruch College as a "new fresh-
man", not a transfer student,
and have been matriculated only
in a CUNY college beginning in
~ know this isn't very
popular among students
but I think the more we
askofyou, the betteryou're
going to do. I think you
should be asked to work a
littleharderanddo a little
better."
Giuliani attacts Baruch students
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no fees aside from a very modest operating
expense of 1/4 of 1% of annuity assets. Interest
and dividends are reported after all operating
costs have been deducted. Standard & Poor's
calls TlAA's costs "exceptionally low."4
Of course, expenses are only one factor
to consider when you make an investment deci-
sion. While we're committed to keeping our
expenses down, we spare nothing in striving to
provide top-quality investment choices, financial
expertise, and personal service. Because that
can make a difference in the long run, too.
TIAA-CREF seeks perfonnance, not profit.
At TlAA-CREF, we believe people would
like to spend more on retirement, not on their
retirement company. If you'd like to see how
our approach can help keep more ofyour money
working for you, call us at 1 800 842-2776
(8 a.m. to ] 1 p.m. ET, weekdays). We'd con-
sider it a compliment.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape It,"
MO
-.
CENTLY,
GS
US
IT'S NOT
YOUGETA CO
LIKE
1. ...';Itlm/,m) c:.'" n,;".;, III.'IIIWI(",. Rtlli,~tJ AlltI~I/e'/:" 1995; Lipper Analytical Services. Inc.. I~irl',.r-Oi'"c'dl""'· tll/l1~vJl~'tl/Oll"'. 1995 (Quanerly).
2. Sou"ce: l\\orningstar. Vt".,i'/,/,. /11I"lItii,..,/I~/c' 8130t<l5. "3. Of the 2.578 v..riable annuity runds tracked by Morningstar.
the average fund had annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24(~'cl. Source: Morninhrstar. lnc., lor periods
ending Decemher 31. 1995. 4. S'tlllt),lI"l) t::; Ric"';' JII.lllrt1l1("c' Rtllli'.lJ r Jl/tI~I/o'/:" 1995.
.Wentake lo~ e.xpensesa high.priori~
All financial companies charge operating fees
.fi. and expenses-some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the bet-
ter. That way more ofyour money goes where it
should - towards building a comfortable future.
TIAA-CREF expensesare subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed.
The value of your investment can go up or down. no matter what expense levels are. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-:·CREF
Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information. including charges and expenses. call 1 800 842-2733. extension 5509.
for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 11195.
Because of our size and our exclusive
focus on se rving the needs of educational and
research communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are
among the l()\vest in the insurance and rnutual
fu nd ind list r ies. I
In Iact , l\;\orningstal', Inc. -one of the
nation's leading sources o( variable ann uity
and mutual fund information -says, "CREF's
size... enables it to realize a remarkable economy
of scale.":! According toMorrringstars data,
CREF's "m i n usc u le " O.33CYo average fund
expense charge was less than half that charged
by comparable funds..)
The TlAA Traditional Annuity also charges
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.....•.in fact, if every CUNY
student voted in that election,
there would be no "Governor"
Pataki ....
360 PAS
FEEL THE POWER
Register to Vote with DSSG
Room 1531
Just one vote can make a
difference, but only if your're
Registered to VOTE
In November of 1994, George E. Pataki
was elected Governor of New York by
mere thousands -of votes .
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World Court in the Hague really did have some
power to regulate impartial jurisprudence.·
Americans are impossibly naive about
their own.basic rights when they are not
ensconced on their own shores. Every year,
worldwide, U.S. citizens are sentenced to
prison in foreign courts, usually for offenses
such as drug smuggling. Still, the fact
remains that although most of the indicted
are guilty of breaking the host country's
laws, many are set-up by their own igno-
rance of the system in which they are visi-
tors. In Peru, for instance, it is a crime to
associate with certain people. This was the
first of Berenson's many mistakes. The
second was being caught in the company of
the previously mentioned
gunrunner,Castrellon, who used his testi-
mony about Berenson to cut himself a
sweeter deal with the authorities.
To most, the idea that a-26-year-old Man-
hattan woman would be any kind of leader ofa
Peruvian revolutionary group seems,and is,
preposterous. What is not preposterous is
Berenson's ignorance ofa militarygovernment's
intolerance for revolutionary zeal. Although
there is still hope of one more appeal in the
Peruvian process, Berenson might have a very
long' time to ponder just that intolerance,
original $4.2, the total profit is $16.20 per
book. Then the bookstore re-buys the book
once more for around $16.00 and sells it for
$25.00. This $9.00 profit, added to the pre-
vious $16.20, totals $25.20 per book. If the
book is resold for $20 and then re-bought
because a new version is coming out, that
$20.00 profit added to the $25.20 profit
gives the bookstore a total of $45.20 over
the life of the book. Not a bad profit margin.
Unfortunately, it is we, the students,who
are losing out in the end.
But, my friends, there is an easy solu-
tion to this. Book prices are out of control
because the bookstore does buy back books.
if bookstores did not buy back books and
sold only new books every semester, pub-
lishers would have no cboice but to lower
prices. There would be less demand for the
publishers to create new versions every
two years. The overhead to create a new
book would be drastically lower.
Wouldn't it be nice to know at the be-
ginning of the semester that your NEW
textbooks will cost only $15.00 to $25.00
each? Your bill for the semester could be
-~~d-er$100.00,--instead of$300 or $400.
But, the bookstore would lose so much
money if this happened. That is why they
continually try to get you to return your
textbooks to them. So, we sell our books
back, get a fraction ofwhat we bought them
for, only to get ripped off again the follow-
ing semester because of the ignorance of
how the system works.
continued on page 14
Nowhere to Run, Nowhere to Buy
The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily
represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signedopinion
pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication ofExhale articles is contingent
upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned
letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and
clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
ofseasing arrangements in the Peruvian con-
gress'. Prosecutors were adamant that the
chart was the basis for a planned attack on
congress, but failed to mention that seating
charts are published regularly in local news-
papers. Also, reporters routinely make seat-
ing charts because legislators have phones
by their chairs, and if you know where they
are seated, you can call them for comment.
Berenson had obtained press passes from
two U.S. publications, Third World View,
and Modern Times, and had interviewed at
least two legislators for a story dealing with
·human rights issues in Peru. Her visits to
the MTRA house? Carrying food and maybe
even sleeping there sometimes? Signing the
apartment lease? Obviously harder to ex-.
plain, but where is the crime in collecting _
food for the poor no matter what your affilia-
tions to the zealots distributing it?
The fact remains that Lori Berenson was
arrested, tried, and convicted with no hard
evidence that has been presented to the world .
at large. Anti-terrorism politics aside, who
in the world community actually thinks that
secret trials, under any circumstances, ac-
complish legal parity? Only those in power-
usually proponents of their own individual
Manifest Destiny. It would be nice if the
"Americans are impossibly
naive about their own basic
rights when they are not
ensconced on their own shores."
The High Cost of Forgetting Where You Are
ByCobyHerd
On January 30th, 1996 a Peruvian appeals
court affirmed the life sentence handed down
.against American Lori Berenson by a secret
military tribunal on charges of terrorism and
"treason against the fatherland of Peru."
Prosecutors charged that Berenson had
aided a Marxist revolutionary group, the Tupac
Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA), in a
planned attack on the Peruvian congress. Sup-
posed evidence consisted partly ofher co-signa-
ture on a lease for an apartment in which police
found a small arsenal ofweapons. Under inter-
rogation, a convicted gunrunner, Pacifico
Castrellon, told 'police that Berenson. was a
senior member of the organization, with con-
tacts to revolutionaries in several other coun-
tries. Berenson's trial was conducted in se-
crecy, and to date, evidence remains sketchy at
best.
In accordance with Peruvian law,
unsentenced criminals are "presented" to mili-
tary judges, the press, and the public to allow
making a case for lenient sentencing.
Berenson's presentation was a turning point.
Until then, many Peruvians still thought her·
innocent. Even the prosecutor wasn't asking
for a life sentence.just 30 years. But she began
speaking angrily and ferociously , denouncing'
her sentence and the judges. Consequently,
much of the world, now under the impression
that another "revolutionary fanatic" had been
caught and brought to justice, .turned. against
her. After watching her on camera,.thejudges
were so incensed that her sentence was up-
graded to life. In Peru, a life sentence means
your whole life-without the possiblility ofpa-
role.
In their early days, the MRTA had a repu-
tation as "Robin Hoods." They protected peas-
ants from both drug traffickers and govern-
ment forces. They would go into villages and
give away food, or hold up Coca Cola trucks and
•
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American Viewpoints
By Ira Hersch
Welcome to the Spring 1996 semester! I
hope you enjoyed trying to register for your
classes -' especially trying to beat the new
time grid. I know I did. And how can .we
forget the one thing we are forced to do
every term: get ripped off by the college
bookstore. I know, I wrote an opinion on
this last semester; but I feel driven to write
another one.
Let me tell you something: I bought
three used textbooks at an average cost of
$40.00 each. I also bought two new text-
books costing an average of $62.50 each.
Why do I feel something is wrong? Could it
be that there is something wrong? There is
no reason in the world a textbook should
cost over $20.00. But, of course, if you
give the soda to the kids. They were so popular speak to the bookstores, they blame the
that when they marched into villages, sponta- publishers for high prices. I got in touch
neous fiestas would break out.. In the 1980s, with a publishing company and found out
however, the MRTA became more violent due that one of the reasons they keep prices
to government crackdowns. high.is because the college bookstores buy
Peru's memories ofthe bad years are still so back books, and thus the publishers only
intense that very few people there have any receive a profit on the book the first time it
sympathy for Berenson. Attitudes run from is sold. .
.~ "she admitted she belonged to them, .._s_o_s_h-=-:e:----l_---JUC-I~~ay-.-th.at-a- textbook costs a pub-
must be guilty!". to "she could be well Iisher $15 to make..It is then sold to a
intentioned, but her view ofreality is just total college bookstore for $40.00 per copy. The
romanticism." Elenor Griffis, managing editor bookstore will then increase the price ofthe
of the English-language 'Lima Times, called textbook by about 30%. The book now costs
Berenson "an absolute fool." It's understand- $52.00. Next, the bookstore claims to dis-
able if people first come to Peru and tend to count the book by 15%; that now makes the
take a hard left tum, presumably out of con- cost $44.20. The bookstore makes a profit
cern for the ravaged -poor. But most working of $4.20 per book. They then buy back the
class citizens are rabidly right-wing, seeking book for $28.00 ,to sell it again for $40.00-
.protection from the extortion of revolutionar- a profit this time of $12.00. Added to theies seeking to finance their illusory aims. It's L..:... ~---
easy to become pro-dictator when the only av-
enue for personal financial freedom is a fero-
cious military government.
Berenson was arrested by the Dincote, the
Peruvian anti-terrorist police. The most con-
crete evidence they had was Berenson's chart
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Re-election?
With the recent visit by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, Baruch students can now come to
the realization that they have the support of no one-including the Mayor, the
Governor and the citizens of this great city.
If the Mayor will not listen to the students and the Governor continues to cut our
budget, they both will be voted out of office, but at the expense of the future of:
America.
The citizens that attended the town meeting may have cheered Giuliani's
commentary and booed any CUNY student that spoke out, but the Mayor should
take note: it was the CUNY students that helped put him in power, and it will be
the CUNY students that can take it away.
When the Mayor -a public official elected to increase the well-being of the city
and all of its inhabitants-makes a statement indicating that all City University of
New York students are lazy, it displays a lack of respect for the future of New
York City. To stand before a contingent of CUNY students and tell them that they
could handle the budget cuts and all the tuition hikes, only if they had a "work
ethic," is a threat to all citizens.
If even the student government is unwilling to stand up· and fight for their school,
what kind of example does this set for the rest of the student body.
In the end, CUNY students are alone and unable to fight the powers of "Tammany
Hall."
No Support
While Giuliani berated a Baruch student at the Town Hall Meeting on February
23, who stood up and supported her-not a soul. As the Mayor deflected the
questions of the aware student, the president of the Day. Session-Student
Government sat motionless, along his content vice-president. They just sat and
w~!ched as their fellow student was fed to the lions and showed no willingness to
help.This is the same student government that is not doing anything to unite the
Baruch student body for a scheduled rally on March 21.
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unkindest cut of all-the charge that they are
responsible for a deteriorating quality of education.
Tlove those hundreds upon hundreds who have
come to me but have not really gone; who write me
" Coming out ofoften
horrendous high school
backgrounds and deprived home
lives, they arrive with
motivation...
no one forced them to go to
college but themselves."
The Ticker Exhale section appreciates and .
encourages your submissions on any suitable
subiect. Writers should abide by the following
guidelines:
...... ,Nl articles mUlt be tJ1Red and doul>l€- .._.~.
·_ceti·1'lea8e·~niJt:sUlNiHt.~siAgle~._.
urticles.dt makes-editing much moredifficult.
Number aJI·pazes~
Please prOQ[readallworkbefare submittin,z
it: This helps to minimize the possibility· of
error and ensures that your work will be
ready for publication sooner. Minor hand-
written corrections on submitted copy are
acceptable.
Diversity ofsocial, political and economic
viewpoints is encouraged. Articles can reflect
a liberal or conservative perspective. Kindly
remember that everyone is entitled to the free
expreesion oftheir views, ifpresented respon-
sibly and with reasonable consideration (or
the rights and sensibilities ofothers.
Personal attacks ofany kind will not be
considered for publication.
All writing must conform to the basic rules
ofstandard Enlllish. flood grammar and
common sense.
Writers are urged to use language qppropri-
ate to an academic and adult environment.
Address all materials to the attention ofthe
Exhale Editor.
thank-you notes which make my wife cry; who invite
us to their weddings; who have moved up in their
business careers and call on me to recommend my
current students so they can hire them.
I thank Heaven and the Management Depart-
ment for my golden opportunity-and the open ad-
missions plan which made these golden hours and
years possible for all of us.
" Most ofthese students have
made great strides, some from a
very low base."
ter he was taking his own lecture notes, walk-
ing into and out ofclass with the radio pressed
against .his ear.
My first lecture always begins with a line
from Dr. Jonas Salk: "Failure is not not suc-
ceeding; failure is not trying." I manage to
mention that line at least once each session. I
persist in reminding students that "nothing in .
the world can take the place of persistence.
-Talent will not; nothing is more common than
unsuccessful men with talent; genius will not;
unrewarded genius is almost a proverb; educa-
tion alone, will not; the world is full of unedu-
cated derelicts. Persistence alone is omnipo-
tent."
Coming out ofoften horrendous high school
backgrounds and deprived home lives, they
arrive with motivation, and I keep fueling that
fire by quoting Dr. Benjamin Mays: "The trag-
edy oflife does not lie in not reachingyour goals.
The tragedy lies in having no goals to reach. It
isn't a calamity to die with dreams unfulfilled;
but it is a calamity not to dream. It is not a
disgrace to fall short of getting to those stars;
but it is a disgrace not to have stars to grasp for.
Not failure, but low aim is a sin."
In my first-day course-expectation handout NOTE: Stanley A. Frankel, is an adjunct busi-
I explain that if they attend all the classes, are ness professor at Baruch and has served on the
punctual and alert, do their homework assign- N. Y. State Governor's Task Force on Higher
ments, read their textbooks and listen to the Education, the Chancellor's N. Y. State Panel on
lecture, there is no way they won't do well in my Long Range Planning and Remediation, and
course. Ifthey do all these things and fail one of . the Baruch College Ph.D. Board ofVisitors.
my exams, it is not student failure, but teacher
failure, for I haven't been able to reach them. I
assure them that I don't intend to goofand they
won't either. And they don't!
Some ofthem are quicker than others; many
of the foreign-born have great difficulty wit.h
our language, and I've, even had. a few who ...
.came -into my class reading -at a sixth-grade .
level. But I have found that the brighter,
better-prepared students aren't slowed down
by those at the other end ofthe scale. For many
of those who got into Baruch through open
admissions possess superior drive, desire and
motivation. No one forced them to go to college
but themselves. These qualities-persistence,
determination, a moving kind of reverence for
the professor, the textbook, the college-enrich
my class far beyond the dimensions ofhigh-IQ
and inherited cultural backgrounds. Oh, yes...
At other universities, I have also taught in
MBA programs where graduate students com-
ing out of the Ivy Leagues and working as
By Stanley A. Frankel
Open admissions has been unjustly found
guilty of killing the quality of undergraduate
learning at, among others, Baruch College,
CUNY. My 30 year experience ·as an adjunct
professor at Baruch has shown me otherwise..
A large number of my night- and noon-time
students have been beneficiaries ofNew York's
Open Admissions program, whereby any stu-
dent with a high school diploma is guaranteed
a place in some higher-education facility in the
city.
Now, I can't speak for all ofthe 8000 under-
. graduates at Baruch, but I can tell you about
that microcosm of the 35 to 70 who take my
Business and Society course each semester.
They range in age from 20 to 60; half are-male,
.halfare female, including a heavy proportion of
blacks, hispanics and orientals, and, a small
scattering of whites. Most of them work full
time in banks, corporations, accounting firms,
taxi-cabs, and fast-food restaurants. There is
also a sprinkling of policemen, firemen, and
United Nations employees from various UN-
member nations.
These students attend school from three to
12 hours a week in pursuit of undergraduate
business degrees, which most of them will
eventually achieve, not in the "normal" four
years, but in five, six or seven. Some of them
have difficulty with written and spoken En-
glish, and I suspect that most of their high
school educations were inferior. But they make
up for the communication handicaps with
motivation, and the inadequate high school
preparation with gutsy determination. They
substitute street wisdom for book knowledge,
and apply what they learn earnestly and dog-
13
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gedly.
An example: ten years ago, one of my stu-
dents, a former Israeli pilot, then working on
the ground for EI AI security at JFK Airport,
detained a ready-to-depart flight because the
pilot had inadvertently slipped by the sign-in
register. The plane was delayed while the
furious pilot had to identify himselfface-to-face
before my student. The pilot subsequently
filed charges. My student defended his actions
·thus: "I had the responsibility of making sure
the pilot was the pilot. I felt it was my obliga- junior executives for blue-ribbon banks and
tion to postpone the takeofTuntil I was sure. My businesses breeze smoothly through the course.
upside risk was a one-hour departure delay; But, whenever I give an identical exam to the
my downside risk was a possible hijacking." At Baruch overachievers and the Brooks Broth-
the hearing; that stadent was notonlyexoner- ers-clad -graduates, always-s-andT mean al- r- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -,
ated but praised, and one year later promoted ways-the Baruch students score I
to security chief. He had thoroughly learned higher...dramatically higher. I A ."0 100""
what our textbook taught: that authority and Since I, too, am "part-time"-a corporate I ~ ~ I
responsibility in business management are in- officer eight hours a day and an adjunct profes- I I
separable. In fact, he brought his textbook and sor noons, evenings, and weekends-I derive a I An article written by Mr. Robert Sauer I
class notes into his hearing, liberally quoting rich reward oftremendous psychic income from I entitled, "Rules to Live By, » and published iTt
from both. my City University gang, while the monetary I the Feb. 7 issue of The Ticker did not prop- I
Most of these students have made great return from teaching, on an hourly basis, (if all I erly reflect the ideas of its author. Due to an I
strides, some from a very low base. I recall the . classroom, transportation, grading, homework I error in the production layout, the article's I
Japanese youngster who Iabored over the text reading, and lecture preparation time are fac- final paragraph was inadvertently cut off. I
and the lectures. I provided him with my lee- tored in) is very close to the minimum wage. I The article will be reprinted in the next
ture notes because he couldn't keep up with my But, where else would we adjuncts receive I issue of The Ticker. The Ticker Exhale I
classroom verbal:izing, and I advised him to such a spiritual lift than from these eager I section acknowledges and regrets the error, I
carry a pocket radio with him at all times, young-and-often-older learners who are there I and extends an apology to Mr. Sauer and tOI
tuned in to news programs. He earned a B in eve~day ~r night ~ absorb as much as they I our readers. I
the course, with an 80 on the fi~~W"JiJ;.Q~~if£'5SW-lfrflsW~~ealA_-P~Av&Pa~.2MU\.. .J
-she first mid-term. The last thir'd~ftie se'Mes- ,..n ~ ej;)~ Ct..oiQeeJ: su \yaytiaU\s anat1114e - - - - - - - - -. . \,ja U -tRS4U tor ;ner lDIorma Ion .
. . .
··"A large number ofmy students
have been beneficiaries ofopen
admissions whereby any student
with a high school diploma is
guaranteed a place in some
higher-education facility in the
Uy- "c .
Free!
Nervosa, Anorexia Nervosa, and Binge Eating Dis-
order. Leader: Ms. Sara Wolk
*SEEK Students Accounting Workshop: Date:
Thursday, April 18, 1996 Time: 1:00 to 2:30 pm
Place: Rm 1702 Hear a panel presentation on steps
to take when considering accounting as an academic
major and career. Panel participants will include
.upper-classaccounttng majors, accounting alumni,
and representatives from professional organiza-
tions. Lunch will be served. Moderator: Ms. Toni
Cordero
*DISCOVER: Date: Friday, April 1~, 1996 Time:
2:00 to 3:00 pm Place: Rm 1711 Sponsored by Peers
for careers and The Career Exploration Resource
Center. Learn more about yourself and careers
through learning how to use the DISCOVER com-
puterized career guidance program.
*Sexual Decision Making: A two-part workshop
for Black Women exploring self and sexual behav-
ior: Date: April 12 & 17,- 1996 Time: 2:00to 3:30 pm
Place: Rm 1710 Attendance by sign-up only. Call
(802-6420) or stop by Room 1702/360 PAS, and ask
for Miriam. Leaders: Ms. Allison Braithwiate and
Ms. Earlise Ward
*Stress Management: Date: Thursday April 11,
1996 Time: 5:00 to 6:30 pm Place: 1703 Explore ways
to deal more effectively with stress and learn sooth-
ing relaxation techniques. Emphasis will be givenon
getting through finals in one whole piece. Leader:
Mr. Pierre Tribaudi
*Career Exploration Workshops: Date: Thurs-
days, March 14 & 21, 1996 Time: 12:30 to 2:30 pm
Place: Rm 1709 Leaders: Ms. Angela Darilis and Dr.
Patricia Imbimbo
Date: Thursdays, April 11 & 18, 1996 Time: 12:30
to 2:30 pm Place: Rm 1709 Leaders: Ms. Gayle
Borden and Ms. Angela Darilis. A two session work-
_~l1QP~o pelp-YQu. make a good ~areer decision.
--
Participants will view a video, take a career test,
and discuss concerns about choosing a major and
career.
*Assertiveness Training for Asian Stud.ents:
Date: Thursday, April 18, 1996 Time: 1:00t03:00pm
Place: Rm 1710 Learn to become more assertive and
adapt more effectively to American culture. Leader:
Ms. Violet W. Seung
A! Read !II Ahllt It!
New York March 1996
Sponsored by The Counseling Center and SEEK Programs
Dr. David Cheng, Director
*Learning about Eating Disorders: Date:
Wednesday, April 10, 1996 Time: 1:00 to 3:00 pm
Place: Rm 1710 Learn more about the sYmptoms,
possible causes, and effective treatments of Bulimia
.
*Addressing Sexual Abuse: Date: Wednesday,
March 27,. 1996 Time: 1:30 to 3:00 pm Place: Rm
1710 Learn about issues and methods ofcoping with
sexual abuse. Leader: Ms. Dawn Antonino
* Hitting the Glass Ceiling: Date: Tuesday, March
19, 1996 Time: 1:00 to 2:15· pm Place: Rm 1709
Watch a video and participate in a discussion about
women hitting the glass ceiling in the workplace.
Facilitator: Ms. Ellen Adelman.
*Communication in a Multicultural Society:
Date: Thursday, March 21, 1996 Time: 1:00 to 2:30
pm Place: Room 1011 23rd St. Bldg. This event, co-
sponsored by the Psychology Society, Asian Students
Association, Chinese Culture Club, and Malaysian
Students Association, is especially designed' for im-
proving communication skills in a multicultural so-
ciety. Guest Speaker: Dr. David Cheng, Director of
Counseling & SEEK Programs
*Financial Aid Workshop for SEEK Students:
Date: Thursday, March 14, 1996 Time: 12:30to
2:30pm Place: Rm 1704 The workshop will help you
focus on important. decisions students must make
in financing their education. Lunch will be served.
Guest Speaker: Mr.James Murphy, Director of Fi-
nancial Aid.
*Asian Women's Discussion Group: Date: Tues-
days throughout the semester Time: 10~00 to 11:00
am Place: Rm 1740 Discuss with others in an inti-
mate and confidential setting feelings offrustration
and loneliness in school, work and elsewhere. Fa-
cilitators: Ms. Gayle Borden and Ms. Angela Darilis
Unless specified all workshops are at 360 Park Avenue South
Call 802-6840 for further information
*Graduate School Workshops for SEEK Stu-
dents: Dates: March 7th, 14th, 21st, and 18th Time:
.12:30 to 5:30 pm Place: Rm 1704 Attend the series
of four workshops to help you assess your potential
for graduate school, choose the right program, learn
about financing your studies, provide you with di-
. agnostic examinations (for Juniors and Seniors), and
offer a step by step guide to the admissions process.
Interested students must attend March 7th session.
Lunch will be served. Facilitators: Mr. Harvey Jack-
son, Ms. Nicola Holder, and Ms. Pat Johnson
12
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attract passengers with their two tier
fares of first-class service with full
coachfare anda competitivecoachfare
which they say will "average 25-50%
below the competition."
The plans lookattractive on paper,
especially when the cost structures of
other airlines make it very difficult
and unprofitable to match the avail-
able seat mile (ASM) costs ofthe new
Pan-Am. With no unioncommitments
and most services being bought from
outside a 400 employee airline which
flies mostly long haul flights can have
4.8 cents per ASM cost while Delta,
American.and United. averages 3.5-4
cents higher.
Pan-Am will be treading the wa-
tersofUnitedandAmericanwithits
expected flight schedule but they are
notitstruecompetition,TowerAiris.
ItwillbeveryhardtoundercutTower's
one way fares of$I65-75 to west coast
fromJFKwhichisalreadyclose tohalf
of what the major carriers charge. IT
.Pan-Amplansafirst.d8ssservwith
full amenities, it might increase their
costs compared to the no-frills, single
class Tower Air.
Frost Hanna Mergers Group
Inc.'s $30 million and five year dry
leases for the three ofeight air crafts
has Pan-Am on the trademark, for
now. Pan-Am might not fly passen-
gers to a space station but it still re-
mains to be seen ifit will fly, at all, in
the year 2001.
"Flight 103,
Lockerbie, not
enough safety..."
same ol'?
The airline industry has changed
drastically in the past five years.
With the forth coming fuel tax there
might be some more changes. And
let's not forget, this industrychanges
. __ .---_.._--
By Tamim Islam
Back inl993, Martin R. Shugrue, a
former Vice Chairman ofthe bankrupt
.airline Pan-Am, along with financier
CharlesE. Cobb purchased therights to
the Pan-Am logo and other related as-
sets. And now theyare makinggood use
ofit. This summerthey plan to have the
familiar blue insignia flying again, not
as the "WorldAirlines,"butas a low cost
- low fare - long haul airline, mostly
serving the continental U.S..
This is a new formula for start ups,
and makes sense. Rather than getting
lost in the highly saturated and com-
petitive field oflow cost - no frills - short its temperament from time zone to
andmediumhaulairlines, the newPan- time zone. Case inpoint: the failure
Am brings something different into the of People's Express in a low cost -
mix. And they have the added advan- short haul structure in the east coast
tage of the name recognition. Mr. allthewhileSouthwestwasbuilding
Shugrue and his financiers didn't have up its empire in the West.
to come up with a name for their new, The fuel tax will not affect the
start up airline,butdecided to capitalize new Pan-Am's proposed eight air
onthe $1 millioninvestmenttheymade craft.fleet as much asitwill affectthe
in 1993 by buying the Pan Am trade larger carriers with hundreds of
mark.. ..pianes. MorOOva.,theAirbusA-300,
Let's get back to the name recogni- the craftofchoiceofthe newPan-Am
tion part. What are the first words that management has a reputation as an
come to your mind when you hear the economic aircraft to fly.
words"Pan-Am"? Flight103,Lockerbie, With first phase flights pairing
not enough safety; dinosaur, extinct; New York's JFK International with
couldn't face deregulated competition; Los Angeles, San Francisco, Miami
law suits in the works .... and so on. and Chicago and second phase add-
Oddly enough, Mr. Shugrue was with ing New York-San Juan and Chi-
the company through most of these . cago-Miami flights with only three
turbulenttimes. Are we to expecta new jets this summer, Pan-Am expects it
and improved Pan-Am? Ormuchofthe to be a busy start. They also hope to
AT&T Offers Dial-up Access to the Internet
$24.95. phonecompanies, suchasAT&T, were
By becoming an internet access restricted in their ventures into cer-
provider, AT&T has taken a giant tain sectors ofthe communication in-
step towards the implementation of dustry. Without those restrictions,
its strategic goalofbecomingpresent AT&T has become one of the first
in the many different facets of the telephone companies vaulting
communication worldAT&T enjoys themseslves into the internet access
theadvantagethatisenviedby many provider industry.
other Internet providers -a large This news mightseemto bepoten-
customer base with its established tiallytragic, howevernotout ofexpec-
marketing and technological infra- tation to a group of firms, such as
structure. AT&T currently has a NETCOM, The Pipeline, and
residential subscriberbase number- UUNET that provide direct access to
ing 8OIDjllion arid a business sUb- thelntemefManyofthefirmsinthat
. scriberbase of10 million. According group are much smaller in size than
to the company, they plan to provide . AT&T, anddo notpossess the market-
a "world class," 24-hour hotline to ing, financial and technological re-
address any questions or difficulty sources to compete with larger com-
thata usermayhave, Subscribersto panies over the long haul
WorldNet Will also be provided free TheWorldNet,availablesinceSep-
with copies of Netscape Commu- tember 1995 to connect businesses'
nications'Netscape Navigatorsoft- local area networks to the Internet, is
ware, the leading"webbrowser"soft- AT&T's second attempt to reach an
ware product in the Internet access on-line consumer audience. In 1994,
market. Web browser software al- AT&T purchased the Interchange
lows a user to efficiently search OnlineNetworkfromcomputermaga-
sourcesofinformationon the Internet zine publisher Ziff-Davis, in an un-
in a graphical, multimedia environ- successful attempt to favorably posi-
mente tion themselves against national on-
Until the recent revision in the line computer services, such as mar-
federal communications laws, tele- ket leader America Online, Inc.
Com]JanJ Outlook
Pan-Am "Jr."?
Or The Next ValueJet
BySonniCox
On February 27, the AT&T Corp.
announced plans to provide computer
· users with access to the global Internet
· computer network. In addition, the
companyannounceda special trial offer
to its residential long-distance custom-
ers.
The revamped WorldNet Service,
scheduled to debut, on March 14, will
provide its subscribers direct dial-up
access to the Internet. AT&T residen-
tial telephone service users that sign up
for WorldNet thiS-year Will receive five
free hours ofInternet access per month
for one year, with no one-time subscrip-
tion charge. A number of the firms
currentlyprovidingdirectdial access to
· the Internet require a one-time regis-
· tration fee. Additional hours will be
availabletothesesubscribersata costof
$2.50 per hour. Residential customers
can alsochoose the pricingoption avail-
abletonon-residentialcust.omers,which
provides unlimited access to the service
for a monthly fee of$19.95. Those who
donothaveanAT&Ttelephoneaccount
still will have the option ofsubscribing
to two pricing plans, three hours per
month at $4.95, with additional hours
charged at $2.50; orunlimited. usage for
---------_._._------_. -- -------_..-,
FYI
GOP
Candidates'
Profiles
By Ira Hersch
If you are a Republican, you
would probably want to know
all about the candidates in the
New York primary on March 7.
Even if you are not a
Republican, you should
familiarize yourself with these
GOP candidates, their political
and economic views. The
following is a short profile for
each ofthe four candidates in
the primary. All the
information was supplied by
Cable News Network, Inc, and
the people working for Dole for
President, Steve Forbes for
President, Alexander for
President, and Buchanan for
President.
BObDo;W
• Currently a Senator
from Kansas
.. Senate Majority leader
• Been in government
since 1951. Was elected into
the House of Representatives in
1960. In 1968 ran for US
Senate and won
• Served in WWII where
he lost a kidney and use of his
right arm.
• Believes that the
Federal Government is too
large, too costly, and too
intrusive
• Opposes the '-j
establishment of the
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, and the National
Endowments for the Arts and
Humanities
• Advocate of the line
item veto
• Wants a fairer, flatter,
simpler tax so people can fill
out tax returns without a
lawyer
• Believes that victims
must come first, punishment
must be swift and certain and
focus should be on the criminals
• Supports the Death
Penalty
• Abolition of parole for
violent offenders; Teenagers
who commit violent crimes
should be prosecuted as adults
• Opposes quotas, set
asides, and other preferences
that favor individuals simply
because they belong to a
particular group
• Supports efforts to
continued on page 20
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the event, was not allowed to speak even
after he complained. Hussey was forced to
keep quiet when her questions became too
much for the mayor.
As I see it, Hussey should be com-
mended for what she did. She alone stood
up and askedabout the CUNY budget cuts.
She pointed out to the Mayor that he, is in
favor-yes, in favor-of tuition increases.
When Giuliani sugar-coated his answer,
she was relentless, and despite the fact
that they had taken away her mike, she
kept yelling at him until she was forced to
stop.
So I waited for someone to bring up the
issue again, but no one did. And then I
asked, "where are the professors?" I felt
like a child abandoned by his parents. I
"Mr. Mayor, did you ever sit in a
classroom with 500 other
students? How dare you tell us
to work harder? You don't live
with our realities. You don't face
the future we face. "
desperately wanted someone to stand up
and bring up an issue, any issue, concern-
ing the deterioration of CUNY, but no one
did. Come to think of it, I· didn't see any
professors.
Now, I realize that this town meeting
was not just about CUNY, and that CUNY
is a state-run system, but when anyone
comes to our horne, and calls us lazy, I
expect someone to defend us. But no one
did. The DSSG president, was there, but he
sat voiceless. So we, as Baruch students,
have no leaders. We have no one to follow
because those who are supposed to defend
us are either part of the system, or too
afraid to speak up. Realize now, you have
no voice unless you use it.
And the mayor says to work harder.
OK, let's work harder. I urge you to take
up a pen and write to the mayor. Be heard.
Tell him you're not lazy. Tell him you will
vote. Tell him you will be heard. Tell him
you count. Bombard him with your sto-
ries. Bring your letters to the 11th floor of
the 26th Street building and I will person-
ally send them, along with this article, to
his office. Be he·ard!
The above cartoon was submitted to The Ticker without a signature. If the artist contacts
us, The Ticker will publish acknowledgement ofeditorial credit in our next issue.
and a mayor that tells us to work harder.
We do work hard, Mr. Mayor. We are the
people that must overcome every obstacle
to stay in school. We are the people who
have no opportunities without fighting for
them. We are the people on whom society,
and now you, have given up. We don't have
mom and dad to pay our bills; they have
their own to worry about. We don't have
people to encourage us to continue fight-
ing; people who pick us up if we fall. We
don't have the safety net that you and
many -of the students who can afford a
private education have. Yet you want us to
work harder.
The highlight of the night had to be
when someone from the Gramercy Restora-
tion or something, got up and complained
about a street light in Gramercy Park that
was stolen. In a smiley show ofP'R, that
was way too perfect not to be pre-arranged:
two of the mayor's henchmen brought out a
table with the missing light post. And
everyone clapped and everyone smiled and
the mayor gleamed as he realized that ev-
ery half-wit in the auditorium bought his
Ii ttle game.
. Meanwhile, the people who live in
Gramercy Park can afford their own exclu-
sive park where only the high-and-mighty
key-holders can enter. They can afford
their own street light, Mr. Mayor. Why not
bring in a table with some tuition money
for the thousands of CUNY students who
had to drop out this semester because they
couldn't afford the tuition increase? Oh, I
forgot ... they have to "work harder."
I've been known to be pessimistic about
government before, but this tasteless dis-
play clinched it. I realized then that we, as
students, have no voice. That auditorium
was filled with senior citizens and baby-
boomers. We are members of this commu-
nity too, but we were not there. There were
perhaps 10 Baruch students in attendance.
Not that we were told of the meeting; we
were not told, not represented, and so we
don't count.
It sickens me that I was part of this
whole event. That I was just another smil-
ing face in a crowd of smiling faces. I'm
still upset that I didn't stand up and say
something or speak up. I feel like I was a
pawn of the mayor's PR machine. You can't
have a discussion when the mayor decides
who does and doesn't speak. An old man,
waving frantically from the beginning of
Nowhere to Buy
continued (rom page 10
Well, I hope I have shed some light on
why prices are so high. If you want to help
find a solution to what I think is the great-
est ripoff in the nation, get in touch with
your representatives in the Day Session
Student Government and let them know
how you feel about the system.
And while you think about all of the above,
keep in mind the following question: Why are
students taxed on these textbooks-new and
used-repeatedly? We are taxed on new text-
books and used textbooks. I personally do not
feel that students should get taxed on text- '
books, but if we have to, why get taxed on
used textbooks? When we return the books,
do we get back the tax we originally paid?
The answer is no, because stores consider
students who re-sell books wholesalers, and
wholesalers are not due tax. So, students get
taxed on new books and then again on used
books. The state and federal governments
take in billions by doing this, so the system
will probably not change for quite a while.
By Rosario Mast.rog'iacomo
How many people knew that Mayor
Giuliani was at Baruch last Tuesday? Not
many, I suspect. There was no announce-
ment of the town meeting; there were no
fliers. Someone didn't want you there.
The mayor spoke in our auditorium in
the 23rd Street building at 8:00 p.rn , in a
public relations show of 'BS.' The whole
event left a sore pain in my stomach, as I
watched person after person stand, "griping.
about their little problems. And the mayor
smiled and the cornmiss io ner-s smiled and
then Gi uliani sort of answered the ques-
tions, although there were more than a few
people who seemed unsatisfied with his
rehearsed answers.
Maybe if t here had been more of us, the
mayor would not have said what he did
when Deirdre Hussey,-of the Ticker asked
him about the City University of New York
~udgetcuts. He said CUNY students should
"work harder" to pay for the tuition hikes
and financial aid cuts. My question, Mr.
Mayor, is this: how hard did you work when
you went to private school, and what right
do you have to tell us to "work harder"
when you have no idea of our economic
situation ... when we face budget cuts ac-
companied by financial aid cuts, along with
larger classes and less qualified profes-
sors? Tell me Mr. Mayor, did you ever sit in
a classroom with 500 other students? The
very auditorium you spoke in held three or
four classes during the course of that day-
the same classes that used to have thirty
students just a few years ago. And you
want us to "work harder!"
We have to pay for our education and
our bills, worry about classes, and some-
times even provide for families! Work
ha~der? How dare you tell us to work
harder? You don't live with our realities;
you don't face what we face. You don't face
the kind offuture we do: a government that
doesn't care, a deteriorating job market,
" Mr. Mayor, how hard did you
work when you went to private
school, and what right do you
have to tell us to 'work harder '
when you have no idea ofour
economic situation?"
Pharaoh: Make Bricks!! But No Straw...
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--Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan
testifying before Congress
"I think their real incomes and purchasing power of .
their real incomes would significantly improve..they
would look foward to their children doing better than
they."
WHAT DOES A BALANCED FEDE
BUDGET MEAN FOR RICANS?
".
The Long- Island
Advertismg Club
is lookiiIg
for people who
arelookin
for scholarsfiip
money.
As long as you're majoring in an
advertising or marketing area
and have a permanent address
in Nassau, Suffolk, Queens or
Brooklyn, you qualify.
-For information, call
516-944-0100
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I IConcentrate on Your Exams and
I i Let Us Worry About Your Taxes
! I
I '
I !i I
I '
I :
! i Hafkin and Hook
Certified Public Accountants
~- Specializing in Personal Tax Returns
~-Computerized Tax Preparation
i-Free Tax Saving Tips for 1996
I
I Special Student DIscount
i Only
$49
Why Pay More?
Home visits no extra charge
Call early for an appointment
(212) 969-8152
If the .Federal Budget is balanced, economists
widely agree, interet rates will fall by at least 2
percentage points. This means ifwe balance the
budget today, the average family will:
save $1, 400 a year on the average home mortgage
save $174 a year on the average car loan
save $216 a year on the average student loan
. t ·per-child off their federal-income taxes
o
For the average family; this adds up to an immediate
balanced budget bonus of$2,791.
*I040EZ filers pay only $39
L. ----' __~ _ Souree: http://www.umr.edul-searslprimarylforbeLhtml
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Refreshments will be served
Accounting
.Society
.When: Fri. Mar. 8th 1:00 - 3:00 p.rn.
Where: Rm.1542, 26th st. Bldg.
Recruiting Workshop
rEt
Arthur Andersen
10
i
I
I
I
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. .
May the families of the .victims
. .- be co forted
and may their memories
Hve on as a blessing.
. ". . '. - -_. -' . . .
We mourn the tragic deaths
of those n ed by terrorist actions
in Israel. '
We call on
to condemn t
. -----
--._-
---- -------------.-- ------1
Please inform your friends and members about
the upcoming event,
Drop offsitu will soon bedetermined.
PHI ETA SIGMA
WILL BE COORDINATING
FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY
WE URGE FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
IN THIS EVENT.
BOOKS COLLECTED WILL BE DONATED TO
HALE ,HOUSE ORPHANAGE
AND OTHER CHARITABLE ORGANIZAnONS.
A CHILDREN'S
BOOK DRIVE
nUBS AND' PERSONS INTERESTED IN TAKING PART IN TIIE COORDINAnON :
OF TIlECHU PRENS BOOK DRIVE PLEASE CONTACf i
,
PEI-CEN LIN - Event Coordinator & Secretary of Phi Eta Sigma :
(718) 353-067S MWF after 7pm
. TIHS after 10030pm
• SUN any time
or drop a message in Rm 1702 or Rm 1512 Phi Eta Sigma mailbox
OIHER OFFICERS:
President: Mnnisba Shandal (718) 897-11ID7 BP# 1-917-925-3582
VICe President: Renee Brown (201) 435-2811
Treasurer: Karen Holder (718) 443-8102
-. - - - .- - - .. - - • .. • .. .. - ..- # .. ~... ... • .. --' - .... .. .. - - - .... - - ~ - - ... .. - • - • ... .. .. .. - - - • - • - - - •
-
Beta Alpha Psi
-
"Career Symposium"
by Office of Career Services
School of Business and Administration
The National Accounting Honor Society
· Thursday March 7, 1996
· 12:30-2:30 PM
· 23rd Street Building Skylight Rm. 306
r----- --- _.-- - ----- -,
I
·ALL ARE WELCOME!!!
I Freelance translator will translate writings Chinese to English!
! English to Chinese at reasonable rates to be negotiated. i I
\caIL~oanne at (718)539-86_72:te_f8P_m . _ ~_ ........__ __--.j L _
i Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room an~
~oard! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Fo~
rnore information call: i
I (206) 971-3510 ext A51331 ~
I I
I !
,
~
Q)
~
<.>
~
•
~ ..
~ Will finalize academic papers and professional presentations, form i
cD aw data and first drafts, at reasonable fees to be negotiated. Call at i
-5 our convenience: (914) 337-7401 !
~ i
~ ,~r J
I '
Attention All Students! I
lOver $6 Billion in FREEFinancial Aid is now available for students
nationwide from private sector grants & scholarships All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's income. For more
fnf~nnation,call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F51331 I
!
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continued on page 24
Theymatchyourprofile with the schol-
arship database. The scholarships
that you might be eligible for are
posted in your mailbox. The site own-
ers claim that they update the sys-
tem with about 1,200' scholarships
daily. Your mailbox is automatically
updated with new matches, so check
it often. The program even gives you
sample letters that you can use to
obtain detailed information about the
scholarships. The .site's address is:
http//www.studentservices.comJ
fastweb/
In the following issues, rn give
you some more tips about useful sites
that could help you write your resume,
search for a scholarship, internship, or
job. Please let meknowwhatother1Dp-
ics would be ofinterest to you. Drop off
your suggestions and comments in the
WebSites Suggestion Box located in
room 1704, 360 'PAS, or by E-Mailing
me at osgeV@Chelsea.ios.com.
a result, she has been offered a
permanent position at the Pen-
tagon.
Despite the predictability
of her schedule, Mercado main-
tains that the job was fascinat-
ing. "It was not repetitious work.
It wasn't boring at all-I was
constantly learning something
new and the people there were
very helpful." On the whole, she
asserts that her colleagues at the
Pentagon always treated her as
.their peer and never made her
feel conscious of her disability.
This was also the first
time that Mercado was away
from her family for an extended
period of time. "The first couple
of weeks, 1 was very homesick,"
Mercado·relates,. "but my ·par..
ents and friends. were very sup-
portive and helped me get
through the beginning."
Mercado also received a
tremendous amount of .support
from the other students partak-
ing in the Program with whom
she lived at Gallaudet.
"It was amazing-by talk-
ing to other people who went
through the same thing, I real-
temporary internships which
may lead, as in Mercado's
case, to permanent employ-
"mente
Last year, Baruch Col-
lege took part in the Program
for the first time. Barbara
Sirois, Coordinator of the Of-
fice of Services for Students
with Disabilities, located at
1726 in 360 Park Avenue
South, set up the candidat.es'
interviews with a federal re-
cruiter. A total of twelve
Baruch students officially ap-
plied for the internship posi-
tions and Mercado was se-
lected as one of the lucky few.
Once in Washington,
the native New Yorker quickly
adjustedtea steady daily rou-
tine. She got up at'6 a.m. each
morning to catch a bus from
Gallaudet University, where
the majority of the Program
participants were housed, to
Pentagon City. Mercado
worked on the Defense
department's computers from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Mostly using
the C++ programming lan-
guage, she helped develop
various database systems. As
look up to," she recalls, adding,
"Here was a dyslexic just like me
who was able to move up and be-
come successful at what he
does. "
Before setting off for the
internship program, the CIS
major confesses she had little
trust in-its primary sponsor, the
federal government.
"To be honest, I didn't
think much of politicians, I
thought they were a bunch of
crooks who didn't care about
other people. But my experience
in Washington has given me a
more positive outlook on the gov-
ernment," maintains Mercado.
"I found out that they did care
about me," .she adds.
. Indeed, the· President's·
Committee On Employment of
People with Disabilities and the
Department of Defense, who
jointly coordinate the Recruit-
ment Program, represent part of
a less apathetic government.
Minority students and women
are particularly urged to apply
so that the participants will
come from diverse backgrounds.
The Program screens over 1,000
qualified students each year for
both perrnanerit positions and
development activities that are part Dean ofStudents Office (360 PAS
of the "fellow's program." Fellows - rm 1702), and return it by March
usually receive a combination of 8. A list of scholarships and fel-
mental support and tuition reim- lowships from external sources is
bursement. Scholarships are posted arid continuously updated
monetary awards given to students in room 1704, 360 PAS. If you
based on merit, need -or servi~e.· think that Grad school-is for you;
Merit scholarships reward aca- you should pick up a fellowship
demic achievement. Need based brochure (1702 360 PAS), and
scholarships support and encour- make an appointment to see
age those students, who otherwise Dean Aaron to discuss fellowship
could not afford to obtain a degree. opportunities.
Service scholarships recognize You can pick up additional
students who contribute to their informationby doingresearch in the.
school or community through par- library, Use the Media Resource
ticipation in extracurricular or vol- Center and by loging on to the
unteer work. Internet and searching for scholar-
Information on scholarships ship databases. You don't need an
is available in several places on . E-Mail account to do so! I recom-
campus, as well as the public li- mend a site called fastWEB. It is a
brary. As a first step, ifyou are eli- free scholarship database courtesy
gible for a Baruch Scholarship of Student Services, Inc. After you
(GPA 3.5 and 24 credits at Baruch), enter some data about yourself, the
pick up an application from the program creates a mailbox for you.
By Dusan Stojkovic
Recent Baruch graduate
Jeanette Mercado spent last
Summer in Washington, DC as
a participant of the Federal Job
Recruitment Program. for Stu-
dents with Disabilities. As a
.,
computer programmer for the
Pentagon, she had the opportu-
nity to go inside government
agencies and meet the people
behind the nation's political
steering wheel.
On August 11, the then-
senior, majoring in Computer
Information Systems, was sent
to train a White House staff
member to use the military's
AFTAS database system.
But, the sunny August
day she met the country's chief
executive provedto be the high
point of Mercado's stay in Wash-
ington. While there she met
another man, Ralph Alswang.
Though his name may not be a
household one, becoming ac-
q uainted with the official White
House photographer was even
·more important for Mercado
than meeting Bill Clinton. This
is because Alswang shares her
learning disability, dyslexia.
"He wasa positive role
model, someone I could really
A STUDENT FINDS SUCCESS IN
WASHINGTON
SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS, AND
FELLOWSHIPS ...WHAT'S THE D·IFFERENCE
By Katalin Vegso
Awards, fellowships, and
scholarships are monetary awards
that are offered to students based
on various criteria such as: over-
all academic achievement, out-
standing achievement in the ma-
Ijor field of study, participation in
extracurricular activities, commu-
·nity service, and financial need.
The resources may be provided by
federal, state, private or public in-
stitutions, as well as trade associa-
tions and unions.
Awards are usually given
to students who participate in a
contest. For example, writing an
essay on a given topic. Fellow-
ships support students who are
pursuing or intend to pursue
graduate study in a field that the
sponsor is committed to advancing.
Fellowships require that the stu-
dent becomes a "fellow" and par-
ticipates in social and professional
-iii.'..,.
.~~~-
Yalta summit in the summer of
1974
• Honors graduate in
English and Philosophy from
Georgetown University and
Master'sdegree from Columbia
School of Journalism
• Founded The American
Cause, an educational
foundation dedicated to the
principles of freedom,
federalism, limited government,
traditional values, and a foreign
policy that puts America first
• Against quotas for
employment
• Pro-life
"My father once
spent $5 million on
a birthday party for
himselfin
Tangiers. Why
can't I spend a few
more running for
President?"
-- Steve F'orbes
• Served as Education
Secretary in the Bush
Administration
• While governor, he
claims that jobs in Tennessee
grew at twice the national
average, state government had
fewer employees, a smaller
debt, and the nations
fifth lowest tax rate
• Seeks to abolish the
Department of Education in
order to liberate parents and
schools
• Against gun control
• Eliminate welfare as a
federal program and send the
responsibility back to the states
PAT BUCHANAN
• Political Commentator;
columnist
• Promised to look out for
America first
• Has found favor with
right wing Republicans and the
Christian Coalition
• Served as advisor to
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford,
and Ronald Reagan
• From 1985 to 1987 he
was White House
Communications Director for
Ronald Reagan
• Traveled with President
Nixon as one of the 15 member
. official delegation to open up
the People's Republic of China
and was present at the Moscow-
Baruch College
LAMAR ·ALEXANDER
• Former two-term
Governor of Tennessee
MEETING
CLUB COUNCIL
•In
Room 1542 (360 PAS)
'at 12:45 PM
forecasts for the. coming year
proved to be most accurate.
• In 1985 President
Reagan named him as chairman
of the bi-partisan Board for
International Broadcasting,
which oversees Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty.
Served until 1993.
• Proposes scrapping the
tax code and starting over with
a low, fair, simple flat tax of
17%
• Serves on the Board of
Trustees of Princeton
University, his alma mater and
The Reagan Presidential
Foundation and The American
Enterprise Institute
• Has honorary degrees
from Lycoming College,
Jacksonville University, lona
College, Kean College, New
York Institute of Technology,
Francisco Marroquin
. University, and Sacred Heart
University
GOP .Candidates' Profile
continued from page 15
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MALCOM S, "STEVE"
FORBES, JR.
• Currently President and
CEO of Forbes, Inc.
• Third generation to run
family publishing empire with
an estimated worth $400
million or more.
• His cost cutting
measures call for dismantling
the departments of
Commerce,
Education,
Energy and
Housing
en
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Considers
himself a
Reganesque
candidate with
traditional
values and optimise heavy on
family values and light on
government
• Only writer to have won
the highly prestigious Crystal
Owl Award four times. This
prize was given by USX
Corporation to the financial
journalist whose economic
•
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II I f You [ould Be Someone else for a
Day, Who Would it be and Why?11
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Mark Goldberg
NurysHarrfgan, UpperSenior
"I'd like to be Baruch College President, ,
Matthew Goldstein, so that 1 could do
something about the horrid elevator
conditions at the Park Avenue South
building. "
"1 Would want to be Hillary Clinton so
that I could know what really goes on in
the Oval Office. "
"1 would want to be a Baruch College
Accounting Professor to see what it's like
on the otherside of the lectern."
Thomas· LaBocchiaro,.Up-per
Senior
"I would want to be Robert Moses so
that 1 could hold 11 appointed political
offices at the state level , at the same
time. ,f
.
Anthony D.Molin~,Upper
Senior
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I watch some of my best
friends,
Putting on grand ill usions,
Trying to create a reality
for themselves,
In the search for freedom.
I watch ordinary people,
Doing their ordinary
things,
In search for many things,
In search for freedom.
While searching out for
that desire,
I will contin ue to
watch,
Watching everything
and everyone
IN FREEDOM
Where the day takes
you.
Freedom is a concept,
We are 'all tied to by
nature.
It is something we all
desire.
It is something we all
want.
,I watch myself,
In the whirlpool at my feet,
And I try to define,
What is freedom?
25
Note: Ellen Steigman is
the Director of the Hillel ofNew
York Commuter Center at
Baruch College.
By Ellen Steigman
We mourn the tragic
deaths of those killed by terror-
ist· actions in Israel.
We call on people every-
where to condemn these mur-
derous acts.
May the families of the vic-
tims be comforted and may
their memories live on as a
blessing.
These are very difficult
times for the people in Israel as
well for those people in the
Unrted States who have strong
ties to Israel. There are many
students and faculty at Baruch
who feel very strongly about
what has been happening re-
cently.
There will be a program
about traveling to Israel this
Thursday, March 7, during club
hours. The program will be
held in room 1818 of 360 PAS
and will feature information
about free tickets to Israel for
Jewish undergraduate students
who have never been to Israel,
as well as programs for stu-
dents who have been to Israel.
Anyone who would like to
discuss the recent events in Is-
rael is invited to attend this
meetirigor visit the Hillel Of-
fice, room 1511,360 PAS.
,1-iIIeI Nof::es:
The mother
Protects the child,
From all outside threats,
In the protection of
freedom.
I see the young child,
In its mothers arms,
Trying to understand the
world,
In freedom.
In freedom.
I watch the boats sail by,
Grazing paths along the
water.
The captains steering the
boat,
Is in search for freedom.
I watch my friends,
Grow and develop,
All hoping for success,
All in search for freedom.
.
Editors note: This article
originally appeared in The
Woodside Herald.
part-time. Furthermore, 500
CUNY professors volunteer to
act as mentors for students.
- However, the picture is far from
rosy.
"We are hurting" says Dr.
Brooks, who needs the assis-
tance of a full-time person in
the area of grants. During this
time of budgetary cutthroats,
the program offers a valued ser-
vice to the 'people of the city of
New York. More than 80% of its
graduates become ernployed in
New York City and repay via
taxation any services rendered
to them by the CUNY BA/BS.
This is high-quality education
at its best and, at an approxi-
mate $1,700 per semester for
New York residents-which
may be covered by federal and
state grants-it is a bargain.
For more i nformatio n ,
call The CUNY Baccalaureate
Program at (212)642-2905 or
write to them at 25 West 43
Street, New York, NY 10036.
CUNY students can seek advice
from campus based counsellors.
In the whirlpool of where
Illusion meets reality,
Where death and life
converge,
Where illusion arid reality
meet,
The instant lightning and
thunder is created,
This is the realm of The
Watcher.
Out
In the open air,
I can almost taste,
Freedom.
. .
swrmrmng,
In the great blue water,
I can see the birds
flying out
Towards the great horizon
In freedom.
I look down,
I can see the fish
WHERE THE DAY TAKES YOU
By Ira Hersch
r o l l m e n t , In addition, they
have to write an outline of their
academic studies but they are
granted adequate time to do so.
. "We have 700 students
enrolled. We're reviewing 200
applications for the spring se-
mester and, I assure you, I read
each of them" claims Dr.
Brookes. Thus, CUNY students
wishing to specialize in areas
such as American International
Policies, Wildlife Preservation
or Urbanized Health Care
would simply have to be moti-
vated enough to do so. As far
as creating unique curriculums,
the sky is the limit. According
to a voluntary survey, 44% of
the students complete graduate
studies and 12% have earned
PhDs.
Community college stu-
dents, such as LaGuardia, that
which to enroll in a CUNY BA/
BS curriculum prior to complet-
ing their associate's degree, can
do so. While they may take
classes at other senior cam-
puses such as Queens College or
Hunter, they can maintain a
"dual citizenship" status which
permits them to complete both
degrees concurrently.
Foremost, an impressive
"devotion is demonstrated by the
program's faculty and staff, who
at this- time are all employed
A year ago,
Somebody confronted me in the
library
Alleging
I called him 'stupid' in front of
a mutual friend.
_. ~ - _. --------- ----_. --- -_._-
STUPID IS
By 'I'arnim Islam
6UBmiT YOUR ORIGlnRl CRERTIOD& TO IRR HERSCH,
. .
FERTURE& EDITDR~ THE TICKER, ROOm 1522 3&0 PHS.
QUE&TIOD&??? CRLL 212--BD2~&800
The usual nod, "hi-hello"
That's all I do for a familiar
face.
It's a bit uncharacteristic to
Criticize someone without a
name or trace.
THE SECTION OF THE TICKER THAT IS DEVOTED TO YOUR SHORT STORIES,
POEMS, OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF ENGLISH LITERATURE OF YOUR CREATION
I was suprised;
I didn't know his name,
N or did I ever know.
N or do I know it now.
Who would proclaim their 'non
stupidity'?
Unless ...
Then, I realized; there was no
fuss.
"A stupid is, as stupid does."
By Dimitrios Fatouros
N.Y.D. (New York Uni-
versity) claims that 70% of its
students graduate with a
bachelor's degree within 6
years. .St. John's has a gradua-
tion ration of 66% and Queens
College, the "Ivy League" school
of the City University' of New
York (CUNY), scores a mere
42% (Baruch, another CUNY
college, comes in at 47%).
Yet, for 25 years, the
CUNY Bachelor's ofArts or Sci-
ences -program has been churn-
ing graduates out at an impres-
-cive 72% rate. The CUNY BA/
BS is not just a program; it is a
University within a University.
"Our success is that we
give the students the opportu-
nity to select what they wish to
study," says Dr. Michael
Brookes, the Academic Director
of the program. Until 1984, Dr.
Brookes was the Special Assis-
tant to the Dean of Academic
Affairs at LaGuardia Commu-
nity College. "Our require-
ments are flexible. Our stu-
dents take courses at all the
CUNY campuses and when they
transfer to our program, we ac- "
cept up to 90 of their credits."
The CUNY BA/BS is not
a degree mill. Students must
fulfil a 2.5 GPAl25 credits mini-
rri u rri r-eq u i r e rne ri t p r ro r to en-
-CUNY Program Boasts 72 %
Graduation Rate
\
\
Urgent!!! People needed
to write for the Features
Section. No experience
necessary.
quired to give a grade to all stu-
dents Hsted on their roster. The
grade you receive is a failing
grade for non-attendance. You
have until April 22 to drop a
class for which you are regis-
tered this semester. If you have
a compelling reason for not at-
tending last semester's class,
you can write an appeal to the
Undergraduate Committee on
Academic Standing (CAS). Ap-
plications for the CAS are avail-
able in the Curricular Guidance
Office (Reom-9-Q-2- --ef the East
26th building).
Contact Ira Hersch at
212-802-6800
Clubs, are you holding
an event you want other
students to know
about??? Submit an
articie about it to
Features TODAY!!!
other going. It was nothing like
Baruch, where it's all hush-hush;
you don't know who's disabled,
unless i t's obvious" she main-
tains, acknowledging that there
ought to be a school-based sup-
port group for students with dis-
abilities.
But not all the partici-
pants' experiences of the Program
were as positive as Mercado's.
"There were some people who
kept saying that they were only
there to fill a quota. I just felt
pity for them, because they
couldn't see past all that and ap-
preciate the wonderful opportu-
nity they were getting," she says
Another participant, Liz
Alarnik of Brooklyn College,
maintains, "The whole thing
. wasn't really a life-altering expe-
rience for me, but it did help me
see that there are other options
out there for people with disabili-
ties, such as working for the gov-
ernment."
At the moment, Mercado is
working for the Data Resources
Department at Baruch, headed
by Bliss Siman, and is looking for-
ward to moving to the suburbs of
Washington to work for the Pen-
tagon on a permanent basis. As
for what the future holds, she
says, "I see myself teaching com-
puters to learning disabled stu-
dents and the deaf. I want to help
others see that they can accom-
plish anything."
Asked if a dyslexic person
could ever become President,
Mercado replied; "Yeah, there are
no limits."
-
Mercado notes that hav-
ing contact with others who
have her learning disorder
helped her come to this realiza-
tion. She still keeps in touch
upper level business classes.
You are able to receive credit
for some courses taken at another
college, but your grade point av-
erage (GPA) at Baruch is based
only on grades earned at Baruch
College. That means that if you
get permission to take a course
during your next semester at an-
other college, ifyou receive an "A"
it will not be calculated into your
Baruch GPA. You will just get the
credit.
3. I transferred from a com-
munity college with a 3.1 GPA.
This is my second semester at
Baruch and my other grades have
not been calculated in my GPA at
Baruch, why?
with the friends she made in the
nation's capital, who always
succeed in getting her spirits
up, not to mention her phone
bi 11 s.
""We 'constantly picked
each other up and kept each
Unfortunately your friend is
correct. Make sure to check your
confirmation receipt very care-
fully. If there is a class that you
do not want, drop the class as
soon as possible. Faculty are re-
4. I got a "WU" grade for a
class I never attended last semes-
ter. My friend says that means I
failed. Is that true?
"I fel t let down, depressed, I
was very upset because I
thought my disability, and the
stigma attached to it, would
make everything impossible,"
your final junior status class.
The second permission was given
because the grade had not come
in and you were given the ben-
efit of the doubt. The conse-
quences of failing that class were
losing the right to take upper
level (3000+) business classes.
Jeanette Mercado in front ofthe White House
she remembers. After a pause,
she goes on to say, "I thought
it meant I was stupid and it
took awhile for me to under-
stand that it means that I think
differently and have to learn
di fferen t ly."
Baruch College has specific
requirements for taking Business
classes. Students must complete
all remedial courses and junior
status classes before they are eli-
gible to take upper level business
classes. The Baruch College
Business -School faculty voted
that students must complete En-
glish 2100 and 2150 before they
can take 3000 or 4000 level
courses. Students must pass all
skills tests before they can take
..
2. I am an international stu-
dent who has taken everything
but the English requirement and
a law class. I got credit for some
of the liberal arts courses that I
took in another school. Why can't
I take 4000 level computer
classes? I want to be a computer
major and I know my English is
sufficient for such classes?
24
continued from page 21
ized that I wasn't alone, I
wasn't the only one," she main-
tains, adding, "The negative
experiences we shared{before
the program} were all the same,
no matter where you come
from."
According to Mercado,
all the students spoke of false
preconceptions others had
about their disability, and of
teachers' reluctance t~ provide
them with testing accommoda-
tions and of the embarrassment
they felt because of having to
repeat courses. This was cer-
tainly something Mercado was
no stranger to. Before receiv-
ing her Bachelor of Business
Administration degree, she took
three different Mathematics
courses, as well as having taken
Statistics four times. As she
putsit, "0 n e of the t h in gs I
have learned in Washington is
that you have to keep going no
matter what; you have to be-
lieve in yourself."
"T'h a ts the best thing
a b ou t this program, it really
builds the student's se l f-confi-
de nce ," asserts OSSD coordina-
tor Sirois. "Especially for
people like Jeanette, who ini-
tially had a hard time dealing
with her disability, being im-
mersed in such an environment
is incredibly beneficial."
For Mercado, the diagno-
sis of dyslexia came as a confir-
mation that she was simply
"s lo w," something she was lead
to "believe throughout her pri-
m a rv and secondary education.
On the contrary, students
are entitled to only one permis-
sion waiver. The Office of Cur-
ricular Guidance gave you the
first permission waiver on the
assumption that you would pass
Washington Success
1. Last semester I received
permission to take my last junior
status class and some business
classes. I went to the Curricular
Guidance Office before my regis-
tration date and received another
permission to register for business
classes for the spring semester. I
registered and thought everything
was fine and then was thrown out
of my business classes because I
failed the last junior status class.
Isn't that unfair?
Welcome to the students who
are attending Baruch College for the
first time and also to our continu-
ing students. I will continue to use
this column to get information to
you about the Business School Cur-
ricular Guidance issues. Those of
you who followed my suggestions to
get advice before your registration
date fared well. Here are a few of
the most frequently asked ques-
tions:
•
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knowledge of his t.actics.tPacino's
performance within a performance
is astounding. In each film he
stars in, there is clear evidence of
his acting mastery and innate feel-
ing for his character.
Despite Pacino's usual brilliance,
"City Hall" .falls short for two rea-
sons: its direction and its script.
The latter because of the various
screenwriter's inability to install
thrilling scenes and embellish in-
teresting events in the story. They
also fail to humanize or elaborate
on politicaljargon that the average
person may not be familiar with.
Continued on page 29
.
prayer on one side of the arm rest
and "The Man Who..."depicts a char-
acter thatwhen ifa person was to sit
in the chair the character would
seem to be embracing the sitter.
The arms of the chair are the arms
ofthe character and the face is next
to the sitter.
One last work that needs to be
discussed is "Traps" created by the
Dials' cousin Ronald Lockett. It is a
mixed media work made from
~ enamel, tin, wire mesh and plywood
:. that depicts the struggle for equal-
.§ ity by young African-Americans in
00~ society today. With a fence holding
:g animals back, and the chain at the
/~ lower left representing slavery,
'l:::
:0 Lockett's social commentary comes
:Eacross loud and clear. Everyone
i E who visits is urged to give this piece
,ce
:Cj a look.
Curator Sandra Kraskin
undoubtly has done a wonderful job
of selecting and displaying the fea-
tured works. 'Kraskio' also offers
easy to understand information
about the pieces and family in the
catalogue shecreatedentitled"Wres-
tling With History. " Often, many
people miss the point of an exhibit.
Without any relevant information
or insight a viewer can be lost. I
spoke with her briefly at the gallery
and she was incredibly helpful in
answering any questions I had. So
ifany ofyou readers get a chance, go
when you have a break to check out
this powerful exhibit.
The Sidney Mishkin Gallery is
open from Monday to Friday 12PM
to 5PM and from 12PM to 7PM on
Thursday. Best ofall, the gallery is
free and open to the public.
The Dial family is on display
through March 14th. Part two of
the exhibit titled "Wrestling With
History" opens March 27th.
(Honoring Lonnie Holley)" and
"When the Tiger Leaves the Jungle
He Gets A Monkey On His Back. "
His work, "Rolling Mill: Steel Is the
Master, Lady is The Power"displays
his previous experience using steel.
The exhibit is made from a mass of
steel springs, metal hinges, metal
nozzles, pipejointsand other readily
available materials.
Also featured in the exhibit are
the two chairs created by Richard
Dial. Titled "The Comfort ofPrayer"
and "The Man Who Tried to Comfort
Everybody," they are actual func-
tional chairs that the collectors use
in their home. The sculptures are
made from lawn chairs that Dial
made in his family's lawn furniture
business. "The Comfort of Prayer"
depicts a character kneeling in
governor of New York, Mario
Cuomo.
One example of Pacino's excel-
lence is a scene when Pappas
.. speaks at the 6-year-ol~'sfuneral.
As most politicians do, Pappas
speaks to his audience in the man-
ner that will most get his message
across (or if there is no message, to
swing the crowd in his favor).
Pappas speaks with harsh convic-
.tion in a reverend-like style, build-
ing on his audience's emotions and
anxieties. We, the movie audience,
know Pappas is manipulating the
people in this church, yet we al-
most believe the politician despite
I
.ThomtoiijjfaI,S~'s:Oilp8mtingf'lHiU!. a Dream"a7Jreamabout·'·
Heavy Burdens, (1991)" can be seen at the Mishkin Gallery.
to create his artwork. First he used
his experience as a steelworker to
make scrap metal sculptures, and
then he moved on to painting on
canvas and wood.
His paintings are huge with strik-
ingly vibrant colors, thick violent
brush strokes, and have titles that
put his social commentary in
laymen's terms. A work that best
exemplifies this is the exhibit"[Had
a Dream, a Dream aboutHeavy Bur-
dens. " It is a large, abstract painting
full of swishes and swirls of bright
colorbutfeaturesThortonSr.'strade-
mark "primitive" tiger. The tiger,
which appears in many ofhis works,
is a symbol that Dial uses for himself
and for the African-American in so-
ciety today. The tiger can also be
found in"Taking Care ofOld Things
Calhoun to avert catastrophe.
Calhoun, however, digs deeper and
discovers conspiracy running ram-
pant throughout City Hall.
The best actors in this country
. are probably in Congress.
Nevertheless, "City Hall" man-
ages to assemble a fine cast which
includes Pacino, Cusack, Bridget
Fonda, Danny Aiello, Martin
Landau, David Paymer, Lauren
Velez and Angel David: an imme-
diate indication of the quality of
acting in this picture.
D nsurprisingly, the best perfor-
mance is Pacino's as the Mayor,
clearly shaped after the former
II~i~!IHall" 3alls Short
By Manny Rodriguez --
The film"City Hall" is an inter-
esting, albeit uninspiring look at
the Mayor of New York.
The film is seen through the eyes
ofthe deputy mayor or "right hand
man" Kevin Calhoun (played with
steady effectiveness by John
Cusack). The screenplay, written
by Ken Lipper, Paul Schrader,
Nicholas Pileggi and Bo Goldman,
revolves around the killing of an
off-duty police officer, a young boy
and the crisis that follows.
Most ofthe film involves the vari-
ous steps taken by Mayor John·
Pappas (played by AI Pacino) and
27
By Anthony Gregory
The black experience in America
has had a profound impact on the
cultural and social institutions of
this country in numerous ways. It
has givenAfrican-Americans a rea-
son .to be angry, upset, confused
and afraid. It has also given Afri-
can-Americans a reason to be cre-
ative; to channel these powerful
and often conflicting emotions into
works of art.
The Sidney Mishkin Gallery, lo-
cated at 135 East 22nd Street, has
been fortunate enough to get hold
of some of these works and is dis-
playing them in an exhibit titled
"The Dial Family: A Celebration of
African-American Self-TaughtArt-
ists."
In the first part of the .show,
"exhibits from Ronald and June
Shelp's collection is on display. It
shows the mixed emotions, the
strengthofworkingwithone's bare
hands and the intelligence to visu-
ally construct metaphorical social
comments.
. The Dial family (which consists
of the featured artist Thorton Sr.,
his brother Arthur, his sons, Rich-
ard and Thorton Jr., and cousin
Ronald Lockett, illustrate their
own personal feelings and frustra-
tions through a variety of mixed
media. From paintings on ply-
wood, to painted lawn furniture,
the Dial family expresses a pas-
sion for art and the desire to ex-
plain the Black experience.
The works of Thorton Dial Sr.
are certainly the most vibrant and
passionate. He was the first in his
family to start creating the art
works featured. After 30 years of
working at Pullman Standard
Company, he found himselfunem-
ployed. So at the age of55 he began
Power, 'Passion, and Creativity
-Mishkin Gallery showcases self-taughtAfrican-American artists.
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2 Last names of Black Panther's founding
fathers.
3 Month the Million Man March took place
5 Bob Marley's middle name
6 Solidarity color which represents Blood.
8 Author of "The Negro Speaks of Rivers".
9 Solidarity Color which represents Blood.
10 Hockey goalie for Oilers.
11 Malcolm X's real last name.
13 Solidarity color which represents Land.
14 Saxaphonist Legend named "Byrd"
16 Political activist/journalist
17 Name of NAACP's journal
20 Kwanza principle that focuses on Faith.
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Across
Down
Black History
1 Where lunch-counter nonviolent protest
were held.
4 Famous Negro Spiritual Song
7 "'Black Is "
12 Spike Lee's first movie.
15 City in which M.L. King was born.
16 Poet who spoke at Clinton's inagural
"address.
18 Kwanza principle that focuses on Unity.
19 Famous comedian/activist
21 Landmark Harlem theater.
22 Kwanza principle that focuses on
Purpose.
23 Ist African-American baseball player to
be in the major leagues.
24 "Lady Day" Singer
I
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•The opening Bong "I Got the
Vibe" sets off the album in the
right track with sweet reggae
vibes. Paul hits you with all
his skills and talents on his
most notable song "Cool It
Down" with lyrics of peace. The
single "Africa Is Calling" fea-
tures fellow reggae singer
Mikey Spice who has just re-
leased his own album on the VP
label. Even though Valentine's
Day .. has come and gone, it's
never too late to dedicate that
special song to your sweetheart.
Why not dedicate Paul's "All I
Need." You can't miss.
Paul possesses one of the best
international singing voices in
the world. I highly recommend
this album to all music lovers
and reggae fans.
-Nelson Lok
Harold Becker. He fails to capti- .
vate us with a monotonous col-
lection of flat, boring medium
shots. This gives the action ofthe
film in a plain manner that gives
"City Hall" an unoriginal feel.
Although there is a seemingly
good story, a fine group of actors
and a nice musical score by Jerry
Goldsmith, the film is done in by
a poor script and sub-par directo-
rial execution.
commercially(the money chasers at,
Hot97 radio switchedfrom Freestyle I
to rap) and neither Latino rappers
or Freestyle singers could get signed
to a record deal.
Since then, Latinos have made
many strides in gaining recognition
with mass media as well as cement-
ingtheir status in the underground.
However, it hasn't been enough.
Hip-hop once united urban Blacks
and Latinos through a common cul-
ture. Latinos and Blacks learned
that they both suffered oppression,
poverty and shared common his-
tory and roots.
Today, many Latinos have felt
that they are not hip-hop because
theyhave not been a part ofitthere
whole lives or are unaware that all
Latinoshave contributed to this art.
All Latinos have their own distinct
music and culture but hip-hop is a
rebellious art form that expresses
the trials and tribulations that we
all face as Latinos in America.
Whether you follow and embrace
hip-hop doesn't diminish the fact
that it represents our people.
Thisarticle remixwas inspiredby
SMO of Sunset Park, Brooklyn.
Peace to all Latinos who embrace
hip hop. PEACE TO ANuJ -KEEP
JDing! .
Artist: Frankie Paul
Album: Come BackAgain
Label: VP Records
Continued from page 27
For example, the contrast would
be the hit television drama, "ER."
It's success has a lot to do with
the writer's ability to bridge the
meaning of complex medical
terms to the viewers without los-
ing their initial impact. We con-
stantly hear political slang in
"City Hall" and are always two
steps behind. When we finally
catch up, the uninteresting turn
of events in this film shuts us off
from any concern of the former .
The' disappointment .is' com-
pounded by the weak direction by
Ileity Hall" 3alls Short
~ Frankie Paul has returned bet-
~ ter than ever with his power-'
- gfully soothing voice and new al-
~ bum "Come Back Again," deliv-
. ~ ered by VP Records and produced
~ by Bobby "Digital" Dixon. Even
though he is not as well known
as some of his contemporaries
Paul has talents comparable to
fellow roots reggae acts.
For those not familiar with the
difference between dancehall
Brother J of the Dark SUD Riders. and roots Reggae, I can't recom-
mend a better example of roots
reggae than Paul's latest album..
His songs of love and religion
come nicely packed in twelve
brilliant tracks that won't dis-
appoint you.
elements of hip-hop that continue to
germinatewhilethemajorityoftoday's
A&Rscontinue their hip-hop cloning.
The 22-track CD contains poetic
zone interludes, meditative grooves
and Brother J's vocab mastery over
phat break beats. Standouts include
"The Mouth Ritual," "Dark Sun Rid-
ers," "Bro J. Theme" and "Soulful As-
. "censton.
Hip-Hop Editorial By Edward Rodriguez
America has exploited and prof- sic. Graffiti artists Lee Canonas
ited off Black culture for decades. and Lady Pink both appeared in
From music to sports, Black cul- the film "Wild Style," which shows
ture has been exploited to the point the roles Latinos had in the devel-
where ignorant stereotypes and opment of hip-hop culture. The
cliches are used to sell anything. foundation of hip-hop, the Mighty
Latinos, however, suffer from Zulu Nation also has many Latino
media's ignorance and refusal to members such as Prince Whipper
learn more about them. They think Whip and Crazy Legs of the Rock
Latinos are either white or Black Steady Crew.
instead ofLatino. Still whites play However, most Latinos that were
Latinos in film and television, and contributing to hip-hop were in the
think Puerto Rico should be ap- background. They were club DJs, b-
preciative of being a colony (they boys and graffiti writers while most
say commonwealth) of the United stage acts were Black. This largely
States. spurred the creation of Freestyle in
Rap was created by African- the 1980's. Latino fans wanted to see
Americans .and PuertoiRicans moreoftheir ownonstageandgroups
(based on the demographics of the like ~TKA, Lisa l~isa ana the Cover
South Bronx which is recognized Girls who basically sang love songs
as the birthplace of hip-hop). with hard, synthesized beats to sat-
Latinos were involved in the cre- isfy fans. Freestyle flourished as an
ation and development of hip-hop alternative to hip-hop.much in the
since the early days. The list of way R&B has today.
pioneers is long. Some are DJ Fly In the late '80s, when rap became
T of the Wicked Wizards Crew, more commercial and pro-Blackcon-
O.C. Rodriguez and Tito of the sciousness emerged, record labels
Fearless Four. only wanted Latinos that sang
Besides music, other elements Freestyle. Freestyle singers then
of hip-hop were influenced by began calling their music"Latin hip-
Latinos. The Rock Steady Crew is hop", as if it were, and it separated
probably the most influential crew Latinos from real hip-hop, Freestyle
in as far as keeping elements of was wrong to dothis and thedamage
hip-hop culture alive besides mu- was soon evident. Freestyle ·fell
29
This album breaks all ofthe bound-
aries of contemporary hip-hop; bal-
ancingthejaggedness ofneck-noddin'
rhythms and the acuteness of meta-
phorical discipline. Firmly handling
themes such as positive role models,
spiritual growth, justice and intellec-
tual enlightenment; this installment
from Brother J and the Dark Sun
Riders eclipses any and every project
thisyearthus far. No doubt. Fromthe
first interlude to the outro, "Seeds Of
Evolution" will move the most critical
.head nodder to the east.
-Darren Hartley
Artist: Dark Sun Riders
featuring Brother J
Album: Seed.sofEvolution
Label: Island Records
As a Puerto Rican living in Sun-
set, hip-hop music and culture has
been part of me as much as salsa
and colonialism are. Latinos never
should have to defend their cul-
tural ties to hip-hop to anyone.
However, here at Baruch, I've been
challenged to defend myself and
my people because ofignorant mis-
conceptions.
Some say "rap is just a Black
thing " or "Puerto Ricans aren't
down and don't make any rap."
These are all quotes based on a
huge falsehood. Why then is there
this truism? The media!! The
media will always try to catego-
rize and explain things they don't
understand. The truth is hip hop
culture sells better if it's just a
"Black thing." W4y?' Capitalistic
S I.T~~__;-'~!:t:~,_. ~~~~E~:"'mBif~~!~' 'c ,.-, .". \iJf:il\~~t?'~~;:;~itj:;}i;< H'H"':H . ,....;:::.';::w~
Hip-hop transcends the materi-
alistic, simplistic and two dimen-
sional creature that is presented in
. mainstream media. The spectrum
ofour art form is more comprehen-
sive than dom perignon, Mecca don
glamourand gimmick laced, keep it
real ruffneck word play. It's far
vaster than the images ofcourt ar-
raignments, domestic disputes and
the east coastJ west coast rivalry.
The misrepresentation of hip-hop
culture in ink, over the air waves
and via satellite not only arms igno-
rant opponents with more rhetoric
clips, but it also fosters' stagnation
within the hip-hop community in
terms of what is produced and
bought. However, realheads recog-
nize that there is more than what is
bolstered commercially by the media
to perpetuate the rap controversy.
Enter Brother J and the Dark Sun
Riders with the new release"SeedsOf
Evolution."
The Zoneweilder Brother J, who
wasvocallyinstnunental in thegroup
X-Clan's success and the hip-hop con-
sciousness exodus, continues to drop
charged metaphors and calculated
science with veteran precision. An-
choredbytightbeats, innovativebass
patterns and celestial sampling and
arrangement,BrotherJ(VibalMagus
Of Evolution); Master China (The
Damu); Ultraman .(The Groove
Tweeker) and D.J.·MAT.E (The Do
Dat Scientist) release those elevated
"The hard beats is reaching / to
Blacks and Puerto Ricans cause
they're butt naked streaking
through the ever murky streets of
the urbanized areas"
-A Tribe Called Quest -
I "Verses from the Abstract"
"Black, Puerto Rican, and Do-
minican, check it out / we gonna
show you how we live..."
-BrandNubian - "Straight off
DaHead"
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Writers neededlll
'to get involved.
call (212) 802-
..6800111
die flare.
Although there are a couple of
silly scenes that may raise a
critical eyebrow (like taking golf
swings offofa nuclear sub), this
movie is definitely worth seeing
if you want to laugh.
IB'·':... ._. .
!t.."...,"'" ,", ..';., ....::' ..:'.'- '.." ......."
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time to be funny.
The screenplay, written by
Hugh Wilson, Andrew
Kurtzman and Eliot Wald , also
sets this comedy apart from its
predecessors. This film is not
the typical string of pranks, ex-
plosions and funny faces. It
actually has a plot (something
that comedic and dramatic films
seem to lack lately).
Complimented with dramatic
energy and some pretty nerve
wracking dive scenes, this film
flows without losing its come-
lit;·;:. ."Il;'-~
misfit" slant has been used ex-
cessively ·in recent years, the
chemistry between the crew is
one of the elements that keeps
this film afloat. The charac-
ters never get zany or predict-
able but are genuinely funny
when they interact during the
winner take all war simula-
tion. Held together by a mu-
tual drive to prove themselves
and thousands of pounds of
cabin pressure, the characters
bond realistically without up-
staging each other -when it's
"Down Periscope" Lands A Direct Hit
By Darren Hartley.
,. f .'7:;:-"'!if.\?~;.,$'~~~1
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you re Ire 0 sophomoric
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comedy films that divulge.in crude
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antics and violent pranks, the lat-
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est Twentieth Century Foxreleas
e:j .1 '0'
"Dow n Periscope" may offer the
!' -. .",
~hange of pace you've been look- td II· f ".:~~
irig for. . ' t; .11 • 11'
The film, which opened nation- '.,.. 4
~
wide o~ March 1 and is directed .~'Z. • .• , ~ ~".
by DaVId Ward, tells the subma-, ...;a;.. t. • ~ -, ~. _ " '-' '..... ~
:;lne t~le"ofTomDodge (played by (}11 j~. f • I II:"
Fr-asier star Kelsey Grammer), • · .1 .~, ; .,~.
a recluse candidate for captain ." l. '",:...~. _. ""
~':i ~ir(
17i ~ ~ ~-: . :.;,~. .~~~... ~ ... ~.
''Dodge must win a
•
wargame using a
rusty, decommis-
sioned World War II
diesel submarine
and a motley crew of
sailors."
sarahjfssi~a park.r
eric sehaRf.r .
.11. macph,rson
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who is given an impossible task.
In order to get his own ship and
salvage his tattered naval career,
Dodge m u s t w i n a war (Tame usi n zo b
a rusty, decommissioned World
War II d i e s e I s u b m a r i n e and a
motley crew of sailors.
The crew members include a
high-octane Executive Officer
(played by "Saturday Night Live"
star Rob Schneider), a feisty fe-
male officer candidate (played by
"Dumb And Dumber" actress
Lauren Holly) and a high voltage
electrician (played by Toby Huss).
Although the whole "unlikely
•
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2. Cleveland Browns
3. Bob Murphy
4. 1971 LA Lakers
1. Which NFL team just
offered $16.5 million to
Rodney Hampton?
2. Which coach did Jumbo
.Elliot have problems with
while with the Giants?
3. How many faults does
it take for a point or side-
out to 'be awarded in ten-
nis?
ee
Recent Games
.
Men's Basketball
February
19-23 CUNY Athletic Tournament
Round 1 vs.
Semifinals vs. Staten Island Away Lost 67-72
29 ECAC Tournament
Round 1 vs. Kings Point College Away Lost 53-54
Overall season record for Statesmen 16-8
Women's Basketball
March
3 Community College of NY . Home Lost 34-80
8 Mount Saint Mary Away Lost 37 -68
12 NJ Institute of Technology Home Lost 37-91
Overall season record for StatesVvoman 6-11
Stats
All times, dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact the Health and Physical'
Education Departments for any possible changes.
The Statesmen
Interested in playing soccer
for the Statesmen?
Keep reading the sports sec-
tion for times and dates of try-
outs and schedule ofplay! .You
can also get more information
by reachingthe Physical Edu-
cation department at 387-1270
Do any ofyou get a nasty taste in your mouth when you see the new Masthead?? Well I do, and now I have been
given the opportunity to change mine!! Here are a few potential Mastheads if you like them, let me know. If you think
that they are just as bad as the original one, make up your own and submit it in.
'.
..
..
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ing that does not want anyone to
actually guess the final four. The
only real chance that anyone had
was two years ago, when there
were three No.1 seeds and a No.
2 seed in the final four. I still
believe that the favorites in the
tournament are UMass, Ken-
tucky, and maybe UConn. One,
two or even three of these teams
will be going to the final four. The
unfortunate aspect ofthe tourna-
ment are the perennial choke
teams. Teams like UMass, Cali-
fornia, Kansas, Arizona, and the
entire Big East Conference are
used to being knocked out of the
tournament early. Is it because
they have no passion for the game?
Obviously not. There is a good
reason for this though, the fact is
that if you are on a perennial
powerhouse you know that you
are going to have more than one
shot at the title. Teams like Santa
Clara, Western Kentucky, and
even Manhattan all do not know
when they will be in the tourna-
ment again and they usually play
their hearts out. If you add that
to the fact that powerhouses ex-
pect blowout in the first round,
you come up with an upset.
the team where the money is
greener, I guess there is no rea-
son to fantasize about Wayne
. Gretzky becoming a Ranger!
N ow we're just going to have to
settle on watching Kennan de-
velop the "Great One" (when he
returns from his injury in
Edmonton) and Brett Hull into
the new Jordan-Pippen like dy-
namic duo of hockey. The Blues
still need to improve the rest of
their team before they can beat
a team like the Rangers, but
watch out if they do.
It's our job as New York fans
to rally behind our teams, as we
did in 94. Let's hope that the
Rangers and (pray that) the
'Knicks go back into the play-
offs on a rampage the way we
know they could, and show the
world that we want the ecstasy
back again in New York!
as always, rebuttals aze
(continued ·from·backpa
ThisIn
Richter, Lowe and Verbeek
due to injury, the Rangers are
obviously playing hurt. But all
of them except perhaps Richter,
should be back for the play-offs.
When the play-offs start, the
Rangers have to be physically
and mentally 100 percent in-
tact if they plan on beating the
upper echelon teams in the NHL
(which I think they could). The
Rangers have to worry estab-
lished teams like Pittsburgh
and Detroit when playing for
the Stanley cup.
Despite what they might have
forfeited for him, having
Gretzky in New York could have
made the Rangers reclaim the
cup from New Jersey and
thereby taking them back to
that "never never land" once
again that much easier. But
with the "Great One" pursuing
>: •..;;.,•...•~,.,••,.:, ..... ;..:..•.•. ,.~ .••• ~ •... ;,..' •.,.~..,.~......;:.:.
of33, the odds are the Avalanche
or the Red Wings will have their
number in the playoffs.
Congratulations to the Baruch
Cheerleaders on their ninth
straight cheer leading title!,
They easily destroyed their com-
petitors and proved that it didn't
make a difference how many
schools were in the competition.
With time running down in
the first round ofthe ECAC tour-
nament, the Baruch Statesmen
seemed to be headed into over-
time with the score tied and only
a few ticks left on the clock.
Unfortunately, as the ball was
inbound, Baruch guard Scott
Hollowly was whistled for a foul
on one of the Kings Point play-
ers. One free throw later, it was
over. "It was a horrendous call,"
said Mike Kotrozos, "there was
no way that they were going to
get the ball 90 feet down the
court with such little time left
on the clock."
March has arrived and with
March comes March Madness.
The No Certainties At All tour-
nament is sure to have more than
it's fair share of upsets. As we all
know, there is some supreme be-
was past breeding and even
though he gave up players with
good work ethics like Kevin
Willis and Billy Owens, he did
receive Walt Williams and Tim
Hardaway. Can anyone say
playoff darkhorse?
"Now starting at center for
your New York Knicks: Matt
Fish?!" I hope that everyone
enjoyed Barkley's statement,
because they are the cold hard
truth. When he said "See y'all
next year," he wasn't joking.
Riley had instituted a rule of
"no rebounds, no rings," When
your starting center and start-
ing power forward are on the
disabled list, rebounding is just
not going to get done.
I guess the big talk in the
hockey world is the trade of
Wayne Gretzky to the St. Louis
Blues. I think that he is the
greatest player ever to play the
game, but he has also seen bet-
ter days. "The Great One" is
now the "Old One." Does the
fact that he is on the same team
as Brett Hull instantly consti-
tute a Stanley Cup? No!! Hull
is awesome, but unless we see a
Gretzky of 23 years old instead
the second shot and put the Mari-
ners up 54-53. The Statesmen
made one last attempt to get the
ball into the bucket, but the cross
court inbound pass was batted
away, and with it the Statesmen's
chances of winning this tourna-
ment.
Despite this tough lost, coach
Ray Rankis was very proud of his
team and commended them for
going out and playing their hearts
out. This year, Coach Rankis will
be loosing four players, Peter
Radovich, Raphael Cailloux, Sean
McGee and Carl Kolonzo. The
outlook for next years team is a
positive one however, with John
Percodani, Scott Holloway, and
Joe Liberato returning as sopho-
mores the Statesmen will have a
set offine maturing players. The
only problem faced with next
years team is the fact that they
will need someone who will be
able to rebound since most of the
strong rebounders are graduat-
ing this year. Good luck States-
men, and congratulations on a
game well played!
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came within 1 and eventually
tied at 53 with 1:03 left in the
game. Both teams played good
defense and held each other off
until Baruch called a time out
with 22 seconds left in the game.
Baruch had enough time to make
one final shot to try and ad-
vance to the second round, but
the Kings Point defense held
them off and just when you
thought that the game was go-
ing to go into overtime, the line
referee called a foul on Scott
Holloway with 2 seconds left in
the game. A call which coach
Ray Rankis and the rest of the
Statesmen felt was "ludicrous"
because of the physical nature
that the game had been played
in since the beginning.
Since both teams were over the
foul·limit, Ryan Bradshaw headed
to the line and had the opportu-
nity to take it home for Kings
Point. The Baruch crowd weren't
going to let him shoot without
any noise however and made
Bradshaw miss his first shot.
Bradshaw ignored the noise for
T A·~ LOOKING FO~ AN ASSISTANT TO
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(0 By Eric Wright
.l:: Patrick James Riley: Super
c.>(ij Genius. I may despise the
~ ground the man walks on but I
will say this, he sure does know
how to make things happen! In
1982, he acquired Bob McAdoo,
a former My-P, to help the Lak-
ers win a championship. In
1987, he figured that the only
way he was going to beat Boston
was by stopping Kevin McHale
in the post. He picked up Mychal
Thompson, result: Champion-
ship. Then in 1994, he took a
Knicks team of role players,
CBA refugees, and Patrick
Ew'rng and made them a defen-
sive force. Result: NBA Finals.
Now. he is the coach of the Mi-:
ami Heat and he decided to take
the w hole team and trade them
away for the All Star Team.
Result: ???
Could it be that Pat Riley is
an All Star magnet? I doubt it.
Coaches like Riley, Chuck Daly,
Larry Brown, and Mike Fratello
are breeders of talent. They
take what is given to them and
make all stars out of them. For-
tunately, Riley realized that
some of the youth on his team
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Personal Foul!
By Marlon Del-Valle
The Statesmen had hoped to
be invited to the NCAA Division
III "tournament when they en-
tered the CUNY Athletic Con-
ference, but their hopes were
stopped short by a Staten Is-
land program that just inched
their way past a very deter-
mined team of Baruch athletes.
Despite the tough 67-72 loss
against SI in the CUNY Ath-
1etic Conference Tournament,
the Statesmen were invited to
play in the Eastern College Ath-
letic Conference Tournament
because of there strong 16-8
overall season record.
The Statesmen were of to
Kings Point Long Island this
past Wednesday to face their
first opponent, the Mariners of
Kings Point College. Without
their star center Sean McGee
whom has been receiving all
sorts of publicity from newspa-
pers and t.v. shows, the States-
men five were as follows: CUNY
Rookie of the Year Joseph
Liberato, RapheaI Cailloux,
Carl "Boogie" Kolanzo, Rich
Paul, and John Percodani.
Of to a very slow start, the
State-smen took an early lead of
3-2 with 14:40 left in the first
half. After a few minutes of
play, both teams calmed down
and loosened up. They began to
play more aggressively not to
mention extremely physically,
and began scoring points which
proved to be
the start of an
exciting first
round match.
Joseph
Liberato made
an astonishing
drive to the
basket and
drew the foul
but was In-
jured at the
same time. Joe
came out of the
game with
17:20 left in the first half, but
after consulting with the physi-
cian on call, ret.urried with 16:00
left. The first half of this first
round m.atch up was all in favor
.of the Statesmen. It proved to
be avery poor shooting halfhow-
ever with the Statesmen only
making 36% of their attempted
field goals and Kings Point with
only 310/0. With.the help of Carl
Kolanzo's back court steals and
easy lay-ups and a few Kings
Point turnovers, the Statesmen
headed into the locker room with
a 30 25 half time lead.
During the half-time show, the
bleachers of the Kings Point bas-
ketball court
were filled up
with students
whom obvi-
ously came to
support their
home team.
The Baruch
bleachers
probably had
a total of 10
spectators,
most of whom
were members
of the Baruch
Cheer leading team who have
once again won"another title in
their perspective field. Despite
the small size of the Baruch
crowd, they showed their school
spirit and helped the team out
by creating as much noise as
possible whenever a Mariner
stepped up to the free throw
line. With some players, the
Baruch crowd proved to be dis-
ruptive. The most effective
chant by this minute crowd of
spectators was "BRICK!" which
accounted for a total of 4 missed
free throws. The Kings Point
crowd retaliated however and
with their huge crowd tried to
disturb the Statesmen whenever
they stepped up to the line. For-
tunately, the Statesmen were
able to shut the crowd up with
their excellent free throw shots.
As the half time show came to
an end and both teams came
back out to the floor, you can
see the determination on each
team members face. One team
was going to leave a loser, and
neither team was going to let
their opponent beat them. The
second half proved to be a very
emotional one. Peter Radovich,
who is in his final year here at
Baruch, was heard yelling "let's
go blue, let's go" on the Baruch
sideline as his team mates be-
gan the second half. With more
physical play, the Kings Point
Mariners slowly kept closing in
on the Statesmen until 'they
continued on page 30
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~ alw~. rebuttal~ are welcome
By Ari Hirsch
During the winter break, a few
Baruch friends and I traveled to
the west coast to escape the New
York snow and to enjoy a little
"R & R" . We had a blast, and I'm
sure I'll remember it for years
to come. Similarly, the New
York Knicks also traveled to the
west last week. Unfortunately
they had a trip that I'm sure
they'd like to forget. They lost
four consecutive road games, a
fiasco that has not been dupli-
cated since Patrick Ewing's
rookie season.
Sinking faster than a slam
dunk, its pathetic how a team
with a record of30-16 at the All-
Star break can fall apart so
quickly. Getting rid of so many
players and adding so many new
faces to the line up at this point
in the season, obviously just
destroyed the whole chemistry
of this team. Watching the Or-
lando Magic and the infamous
Chicago Bulls' this season, I'm
sure that everyone doubts
whether the Knicks would have
dune any more damage this year
in the east, but that's not the
poin t. Half the Knicks team
roster, (currently 6 players)
were not with the Knicks at the
start of the season.
It seems that both Checketts
and Grunfeld gave up on the
team at the All-Star break, thus
allowing the team to fall apart
because of it. With all the new
players, the dynamics that the
team worked" on all season is
down the drain and Nellie has
to perform a miracle to get his
team back on track for the play-
offs. It's no wonder that the
team is 3~8 since the break.
Harper said after the game in
Sacramento "when it rains it
pours," and evidently the Knicks
couldn't agree with him more.
Harper himself still doesn't
know what's going on with his
contract next season. Oakley's
injured, Grant had to take a
week off for his fathers death,
Ewing was out for a couple of
games due to injury, J. R. Reid
was suspended for two games,
and baby Starks is complaining
about his time under N ellies
reign. What a mess! The Knicks
administration freed up $10
million from players they
traded, just for future free
agents. Possibly getting free
agents in the off-season like
Reggie Miller or Gary Payton
obviously can help the Knicks
down the road, but there's no
guarantee that you'll get them.
Why give up on a season, when
your team has thirty wins at the
All-Star break?
The Rangers unlike the Knicks
didn't take in any "rays" on the
west coast last week, but were
following the Knicks in their
losing streak playing at home.
Just after tying their home game
winning streak at 24 games, the
Rangers went on to loose three
consecutive home games. Un-
like the Knicks, the Rangers are
in first place in both the Atlan-
tic Division and Eastern Con-
ference, which allow them to
have a lot more breathing room
than the Knicks who continue
~to fall in their rankings for the
play-offs. Without Messier,
Continued on page 31 ~
